Tahiti

next 2 pages - not in sequence picks up in mid-sentence about absence of paid, descent of seamen; wreck of Independence; although caused but not determined. Rich colors paid $50.00 to men. No goods. Rest of wages in promissory note. Does not last long. Requires business by council services. Council should have salary & be independent. Aunt was asked visit Tahiti frequently.

Apr. 4, 1836 - (in letter of May 4) Examination of officers & crew of American whaler Halycon - 30 pages of cross-examination

battles of seamen - books due to age of ship. Observation of seamen. Examination of master & crew of Rose (not in file)

Sept 26, 1836 - To Sec. State - Requesting info on loss of Halycon

May 9, 1836 - Murder aboard Rose of Nanucket - Master James Davis accused of murder, daughter of steward, behavior. Detained Capt. Davis. Given vessel & crew of ship for one man until work. Confiscation under methods of slavery men. May lead to loss of Halycon. Details, etc.

May 16, 1836 - Examination of Capt. & crew of Whaler Rose.

- Return of vessels. Feb 23 - Jun 1, 1836. 28 ships in.

July 2, 1836 - Accounts - Explains 26% interest normal in Tahiti.

July 2, 1836 - Account of wreck of whaler Telegraph of Sits Harbor.

cargo & supplies lost to natives - became refused to help save anything. Reeds required. 17 destitute seamen.


Assaults submitted - 39 vessels. 1 Mar - 1 Sept.

2 pages - no heading - about reception in Tahiti. Arrival of whaleboat from Independence. Apparent part of one above.

Many plans in hand. Problem of decections due to beauty of islands.

With 3. Examination of Officers & Crew of Nausaua.

Dec 1836. M. to Queen Powela - protest in language in letter by Pitchford


M. went to see Pitchford. He refused to take M. to see Russell. Pitchford had one notice. He addressed M. to address complaints against M. to Russell. M. advised Pitchford against petty actions.

Copy of Port Regulations. Printed. Article 4 prohibits landing of passengers without permission of Queen. Regulations dated only of year 1835 - missionary Press.

Statement of French missionaries. Written in French. On events.


With M. to State, Dec. 24, 1836 - Statement of U.S. IceCaptain at Papatea in support of M. v. against Pritchard. They had been present at Dec. 23rd meeting of Pomare & chiefs.


Geo. Pritchard to Sea State, Feb 15, 1837. For Pomare - States Roman Catholic attempt to entice N. byiculture by others & importing goods of the court - Queen alleging by our laws in expelling priests. Ref. from Queen Jan 27, 1837. Being of contempt for Queen & her laws. Arrived in Queen's brig. Tahiti. P. allays captain & many tales. Cannot be exchanged. Attempting to intimidate natives - Queen wrote M. Jan 28, 1837. Requesting him to prevent captain from landing priests. Threatening the peace & lives of the land. Also refused by chiefs. P. states M. resides in poor Tahiti which was understood to indicate he would side of Anna. Captain - Jan 31. Landing attempted - unsuccessfully - asks that M. be replaced.


M. to State, May 25, 1837. Transmits part of distressments since June. 1836 - etc. Unable to obtain vouches as Seaman lodged with Tahitis. v. unable to write.

E.P. Mr. Kennedy to State, May 25, 1837. Receiving complaint of Uss. G. de Thierry on handing of bread of Halcyon in Tahiti. Asks M. in Tahiti for collection of sewers who eventually brought back letters confirming it. Letters from de Thierry & telling Halcyon & Tahiti's. Tahiti's also aboard Halcyon & Halcyon full of complaints & accusations against crew of Halcyon. Notation by Halcyon that Tahiti's vessels were to come before him with complaints kept disappear.
M. to State - May 25, 1837 - Loss of Narcissus, Robert & Augustus confirmed. Addresses given prior to ship's loss. To Capt., Captivity of
Copy. - Region, full of whales, safe May 18. Oregon wrecked
leaving Petersburg Harbor. Peril of cargo saved. Neither agent help after being
given orders by Queen on suggestion of M. Evidence placed aboard
of other parties. Comments on crew. Captains leaving foreign assignees;
conspire cannot exist but no one else with crews of Portuguese
mariners Susie. Will be unmolested by Capt. Also problem of order to
seamen left in port but not shipped to U.S. Brown Captains refuse
to pay 3 years' wages.

M. to State - July 11, 1837 - Arrival of 11 seamen from Independence wrecked
at Vauca. Fifth ship continued to sail at Vauca. Damage to Washington in
need.

Samuel R. Blackler to See State - Aug 26, 1837 from Buffalo. N.Y. Needs
rest of Aug. & Sept. to arrange affairs in Buffalo. Will then return
Fairhaven to receive passage or appointment as Consul, S.C. Islands.

M. to State. 20 Sept. 1837 - Trans. cert of Dr. Vaughan for care of sick.
- Consular returns & statement of fees.
- Consul Aug. 31. 1837. 42 ships.

Blackler to State - Fairhaven, Mass. Oct 23, 1837 - Ann previous day from West
arranged for surplus of N. Y. steers and other. To direct transportation immediately.

Blackler to State - Marblehead, Mass., Nov 24, 1837 - Bond paid. Refers to
arriving from Europe. Will look for early transportation.

Folger, of Nantucket, owner of Reapers & Sease State - Dec 1, 1837 asking for
official news of loss of ship for underwriters.

Anthony Woodward, N.Y. to State, Dec 8, 1837. Asking for one Thomas A.
Woodward is listed among those of ship's crew.

Blackler to State. Fairhaven, Dec 11, 1837 - Return bond w/additional requesting

M. to State - Jan 1, 1838 - Made out vouchers for native to sign to support
vouchers. But comments that proceeding is not very useful. As want
put seamen in white homes of greater expense to obtain valid vouchers.
Reason of Independence brought in in M's own boat. Can he change?


M. to State - Jan 15, 1838 - Cons. Fees - Appr. of Geo. Patience as Bicl. Consul
- Talbot - Capt. Paine. H.M.S. Louisa. Nov 2, 1838. (Commission
- P. W. to Queen as Consul, accompanied by Office of Envoy to Canada.
Suggests U. S. warship visit here. Bicl. for sailing to the east, in every
British ship. U.S. ships needed to support Americans. Notice no action
where local good prevails little control of punishment.
Blacklert's State, Fairhaven, May 2, 1838 - hearing in Salem about
Captains of Salem, June 14, 1838 to Sea State - petition for men of war to
visit vessels to control seamen, citizen attack on merchant ship
 lacks authority of native govt.

M. to State, June 29, 1838 - report of June 9th - early morning attack on
merchant ship by 2 men, one of war. H. D. Collier, a half-cent, black
beard from Amas, Tahiti, and another on English service from U. S. ship.

States lack of protection for ships & property. No U.S. warships in area.

In spite of laws against desertion, no effort made by authorities

to prevent desertion.

Verdict of not guilty of desertion in money paid for apprehension of deserters.

No more money. No help. Men bad at work.

General resolution: no more presents. (See notes below.)

M. to State, Aug 5, 1838 - Return of assets.

State to U.S. Consul, Aug. 5, 1838 - papers of Capt. S. W. Smith

Capt. S. W. Smith had been living in his past 10 mos. absence from Sydney. How going to Chiloé. If things have
changed there for him or Pera, if not.

M. to State, Aug 10, 1838 - letter to Dr. Vaughan.

M. to State, Aug 25, 1838 - mere assets.

M. to State, Aug 30, 1838 - letter from Dr. Vaughan.

Dr. Vaughan wanted letters from the U.S. Consul, August 30.

M. to State, Jan 1, 1839 - letter from Dr. Vaughan.

M. to State, Jan 12, 1839 - letter from Consul, July 1, 1838.

M. to State, Jan 12, 1839 - cannot find anyone willing to take over.

M. to State, May 14, 1839 - letter of James Hands, Surgeon.

M. to State, May 15, 1839 - assets - arrival of Blackler - ceased trade.

Consul reported May 14, 1839.
Blackler to State - Mar. 17, 1839 - has taken over from Resident. Bought flag, seal & arms for $50.00. Personal property of M. de la Fuente.
- B. B. 62.50 - asks for new flag - copy of inventory of consulates.

M. to State, Mar. 27, 1839 - Enc. duplicate of #9, Dec 24, 1836 not answered.


- was confirmed mate in command - ship returning to U.S. -
- presentment serving as Fr. Counsel.
- opinion that expansion of prints due to "rectifications intolérables" & unjustifi-
- cation of French navy in support of Fr. empire justified. if secured in secu-
- rity of person & property of vessel residents & citizens of good.
- visited H. 3, on way to Talledo. Comments on good harvest of wheat, rice, potatoes, etc. residents usually require for own ship. Discipline scene aboard & this matter.
- Friendly reception from Fr. & believes that by endeavoring to aid them in maintaining the ascendency of the 2nd half last year, & by pursuing generally a steady & dignified course of action, can do much toward correcting many of the evils which have hitherto existed.

Blackler to State - Aug 23, 1839 - Ask cts. of Dec. 1, 1837 on نفس the.

- discontinued service of Vaughan as medical man & seaman.
- charging 23% over fees for exchange - notified by U.S. post. (June 39 was from ship). Left Vaughan agreed to new terms.

B to State - Nov 27, 1839 - Cts. Vaughan $35.00.

- Jan. 3, 1840 - Cts. end of 1839.
- June 29, 1840 - Sends 17 from M. requested by Dept & record of vari-
- June 30, 1840 - Cts. -
- June 30, 1840 - Cts. - Board for seamen increased 50c per week.
- P. 3.50 - Price of food up due to increase in commerce & foreign
- intercourse. By reason of sickness at lower price they
- would receive no case & the native prepared at find
- food, together with its irregularity and insufficient would
- tend to aggravate the sickness under which they labor
- the consulate." sagen died in early July - 33 visits of ships.

B to State - July 22, 1840 - Duplicate of above.

Sept 9, 1840 - Alfredus Mansfield condemned; Capt. of France
- of rig Harbort licensed by Wheel; Capt. Douglas of Aces. Mansfield
- given command of France & must be easing in British waters.
Blackac & State unless otherwise indicated.

Oct. 31, 1840 - 2 seamen released of attempt to flee without pay. 4 in the hospital. 5 died. 50 on board. 1008 on board. 1250 on board. No way to pay for improper behavior.

"The total misfortunes and difficulties of the Tahitian government add to their evident incapacity to govern white men. Judges are impossible to obtain for the security of prisoners landed here." 

Complaint of actions of Willkes. Blackac presented to him grievances of Americans in Tahiti but instead of adjourning, John Willkes was interested in education. Distributed presents to natives.


Explanation of above case - 60 documents - this complained of setting free the prisoners.

Dec. 31, 1840 - Accts - Report on health of poor - Case of missing man sent to U.S. with consent of govt. - Death of Solomina, surgeon. Pritchard serving now as medical man - his services looked on with much attention.

Dec. 31, 1840 - Accts. - Accts. paid in full. No hold up until payment.

Jan. 5, 1841 - Accts. in Wisconsin.

Jan. 13, 1841 - No. of ships: 79.

Feb 13, 1841 - Desp. acct for Wisscarfl prisoners.

Mar 10, 1841 - Case of Edward O'Kane, appr. from Marquisse in USS St. Louis has been punished by Capt. of Peace, 2nd Bn. of 98th Infantry allowed to go ashore.

Mar 11, 1841 - Case of James McQuarrie, 1st appr. from US in Balboa. Probable cause of Captain's assuming no responsibility for scammers being aboard the leaving U.S.


Mar 17, 1841 - Returns & Fees & report of commerce in 1840 of Taliqui.

June 5, 1841 - Report of outages by Taliqui. Govt. officials against Captains. Reasons for condemnation of U.S. Govt. against Taliqui for encouraging tumult. Policy of the Govt. may not be successful if the first signs of resistance are not made.

Blackshears to French Forrest, Capt., US Corvette St. Louis Taliqui, May 11, 1841 - heel of complaint - comments on the - particularly on the seaman's rights to which the vessel is entitled. Abuses of Taliqui Govt. may not be possible if the Govt. takes the necessary steps to prevent abuses of Taliqui.


Trial of Charles P. Gifford - assault by 2nd officer of US Consul, May 31, 1841 - Gifford gave chase to a peddler.

Acquittal of the peddler.

Declarations by witnesses to armed assault and seizure of US Consul - May 31, 1841 - attempting to prevent actions of the US Consul - set upon by national police.
July 2, 1841 - acct.
- Fees & returns - refused exhibit court medical bill of
Dr. J.H. Brown. Comments on cases of various seamen.
Jan.-June 1841 - 53 visits - 1212 seamen.

Para. 1: Acting for Queen of Turtles to Pres. of U.S.
Aug 18, 1841 -
Translation by E.F. Harter - complaints of crew & diseased
laws. Have complaints to Capt. Audley of Yorktown. But feel he does
not understand re going direct to Pres.
Disease laws concerning right of landing in Delaware;
Turtles in question - 70 cases brought in saying they were sick -
Practice of ability [no details]
Indians & Quilups Americans -
Married persons not eligible for marriage.
Ship w/ smallpox allowed to unload on account of smallpox.
Disease spreading on Tulip. Ask practice.

Copy of letter from Harter to Capt. of vessel. Wishing to be
translated by Henry. Appeal to Audley as impartial & unbiased.
American complaints against cotton - Georgia.
Blackball defense of them. Petition the President united to
introduce - blackball not attacked by bill passed by accident
& subsequently withdrawn. U.S. goes & refuses to revisit again.
Attorney general to issue warrants - negroes to go.
Constables have been prevented - case of vessel of smallpox.
Blackball where she has been allowed to land large. These cases are of
$40,571. Demand not met - but did not consent. But this vigilant & careful
acts what insecurity blackball will pay if people die of
smallpox - check point that cannot be paid by those who
ought to help prevent these attacks.

Dec 22, 1841 - Bill for Surgeon J.H. Brown $450

Dec 23, 1841 - Explain reduction in medical bill & recommends
released doctor at Turtles. Etc. Copies of same, w/doctors.

Jan 1, 1842 - Acts. Relief of Seamen. $1,135.42.

Feb 26, 1842 -
26 ships July-Dec.

20 text.

A.P. Upshur, Navy Sec. States Secretary, has audited
1842 letters to Dept. of Navy from Capt. Audley, 1842.

Meeting of auditors & principal officers.

The result satisfied everybody, with general conduct
of our Courts toward these people, have been perfectly correct
and unexceptional. - that he in the heart of saying what little
respect to either the laws or jurisdiction of the blacks, is disre-
t ected and unsuitable in his official circumstances, and consequently
exceedingly unpopular with them.

Some idea of the character may be formed from the fact that he
proposed to me to demand of the Turtles Government or a statement
for what he calls the "attire" consideration by the consular persons
that they should appropriate a lot of ground & erect a building.

A.R. in reference to the American Consular Residence.
Regarding the protection as highly honorable, I propose
promptly to send it, and as this was the only ambition on which
would consent to have the affair adjusted, & left it to him afterwards.
June 23, 1842 - Report from Whaler J. A. of Fr. occupation of Marquesas.
Believe it true - Capt. was air. June 13, Direct from island.

Adm. by Capt. Theron & Troopers
Also complaint of capt. Daniel Vosburgh. Henry of Kilo Harbor about
Hiring of seamen in Alaho, N.J. as B.D. subject.

Eng. deposition of Capt. Youngson incident - B.E. Morgan

July 3, 1842 - Returns & Aces
45 ships - 1131 seaman

July 11, 1842 - Aces

Violation of marine laws by Capt. Demurrer of L.C. Raymond
Rich seamen discharged for payment of wages.

July 12, 1842 - Doctors' Bills - Schulz & Neary, $797.25

Sept 6, 1842 - Blackett to Adm. Du Petit Theron. Ask warning from
Adm. concerning positives. French / Tahitian hostilities - Complain to
Adm. plea to designate areas. Consulates due previous "injury"
need hearing been held. Add. offer of asylum in each family.

Sept 10, 1842 - Loss of cadens of Fairhaven at Kaoon Island.

Chief of Whaler E. J. to secure new set on Island.

Sept 10, 1842 - Letter of E. J. Hal to secure new set on Island.

Sept 10, 1842 - Blackett to Adm. Sept 10, 1842 - Calls attention to U.S. claim against
Tahitian goods. For full - ample satisfaction for "injury" refused
to Great Britain.

Sept 8, 1842 - Declaration of Theron to Queen - Cleary.

Sept 8, 1842 - Thomas to Blackett. Sept 6, 1842 - writing of possible hostilities, offering
assistance to American armed his ships.

advising of arrival of seafarers & witnesses in present case.
Sept. 26, 1842 - Proclamation on Tahiti Govt. copy sent from Washington. "The President of the U.S. has had an object in the maintenance of order & tranquility recently established, and which has been kept by my residence, King of France - comments on A.B. colonization in Polynesia, U.S. policy, constitutional opposition to possession of foreign territory, not in America, S. policy, constitutional opposition to possession of foreign territory, not in America."

Blackett to Allen Thomas - Sept. 6, 1842 - See previous page for details.

Thomas to Blackett - Sept. 6, 1842 - See previous page for details.

Queen to Thomas - Sept. 9, 1842 - Request protection from French warships.

Thomas to Queen - Sept. 9, 1842 - Agreeing to terms [see page].

Proclamation of Protectorate [date]

Copy of letter allegedly written by agent of Queen to Blackett - Re: warships. Blackett to President - letter from Samuel Wilson. Letter from Blackett to President - Wilson states that the Tahiti people are not coming from Tahiti.

Statement from Samuel Wilson - July 30, 1842, that Mr. Blackett absolutes as if he were a trader - some parts untrue - no subsequent correspondence.
Jan. 1, 1843 - Acts - Competition among doctors now has driven down price for improved medical care. Budgets medical students employed abroad whereas care for men but realizing measures will not be voluntarily adopted by others.

Jan. 2, 1843 - Register of Emerald


Feb. 27 - French ship Koronia arr.

Feb. 28 - At meeting Queen's statement of precedence for British protection - protektoral flag raised. Action held.

Feb. 29 - Prot. flag not hoisted but Queen stated protection operating - Buit. ship ready to action - French really following day.

Copy of circular. Sept. 1844. No. 2. Ponson at Morroco & Eng. Fr. & U.S.

Disclaiming knowledge of protektoral arranged as absence.


Apr. 6, 1843 - see hard to treating sea state. Trans report of Capt. Aulick on Sand. & S.


July 1, 1843 - Returns - explanation of seamen's expenses.

42 vessels in Jan.-June period. Medical bill $8609.25.

Aug. 4, 1843 - Condemnation of Banque Etienne of Salem, Peter Chase. Frank Michael or Marshall charged with manslaughter, present in.

Nov. 23, 1843 - Arrival of U.S. S. Talbot. Ratification of Acton-Fr. treaty.

Dec. 6 - Queen crossed. Marine & 3 men landed. 4 passengers taken.


Dec. 6 - Alternate Queen. She refused to depart. 6 sailors landed. Tonnage lowered. Reduced British flag. British joined by 300 troops. 170 militia. Operative city police. Steamboat's flag.

Dec. 8, 1843 - Thomas & Blackley explaining the- survey.

Nov. 8, 1843 - Thomas & Blackley explaining the- survey.

Nov. 9, 1843 -


12 barrels - 93. per wk. - 1843.


Apr 10, 1844 - W. Clinton of Buffalo - to Death. To See Navy

July 1, 1844 - Return of Fee - Medical Fee $72.50. Total $101.26

Price of previous year - 31 ships in port.

Geo. A. Chapman to State unless otherwise indicated.

Sept 15, 1844 - Death of Blackler - in ill health several months planning to rest to U.S. Senate attack ended in death. Chapman appointed Acting Consul Sept. 9, 1844 but unable to advise Dept due to ill health. Indiscretion of parents & exrazier granted Sept 11.

To will - Chapman holding case in estate. Chapman native of N.Y. was written for Samuel S. Phelps friend of his father asks for similar app't.

Daniel Dayton Oct 9, 1844 to See State from N.Y. asking verification of documents by Ball in relation to estate.

Jan 11, 1845 - Return - Medical bill $76.25. Board 890.28 - 18 vessels.

Jan 12, 1845 - Arr. of Adam Hamlin succeeding Thomas - Dec 22, 1844.

Queen at Raia - Letters from France about her treaty. Refused by Queen - Peace also arrived in maintaining order. Jan 15 day of festivities started. Pastoral named Regent. That setting up railways to civil war - Retreat to fortified villages where subject to French gun fire - 1000 ships & resident French. 10000 men in the town. French vessels of war were brought in arms. Suffering from insufferable heat. Situation setting.

Feb 6, 1845 - Tinolcat A. B. Capt. Blackett - death of prima - released of command by Chapman - naval office in town to take ship U.S.

Commends on the quality of seamen found in Pacific for wine.


Aug P. Kellett to See State - May 23, 1845 - Fees to port Typan averaged only 459.18 - Medical fees $165.00 average - sickly of Eng. doctors & retain medical fees.


Hatters anticipate Abner Bayney who will determine it was inside the question of dependency or independency.
Chapman to see state unless otherwise indicated.

Paid to see state - from Westport - Dec 4, 1845 - Real made arrangements. In addition to report to Bedford, he is at Civil War to conduct a number of wireless telegraphs - no salary to see messenger - must see how council can support himself - therefore return signed unless support provided.

Jan. 1, 1846 - Retains - medical $7.00. Board $2,184.64. 60 days.

Board increased to $4.75 per week. I.C. Reynolds in charge of hospital now. Care of Daniel West against Capt. Ramshirt of Gen. Jackson.

July 1, 1846 - Retains - medical $563.37. Board $3,137.60. 33 shipping

was spread to Nantucket - houses there or at Talihi. At Talihi also American property has been destroyed among which was the American hospital where I had at the time fourteen men who were obliged to flee for their lives, leaving all their effects behind.

Jan. 1, 1847 - Retains - medical $303.37. Board $1637.86. 12 shipping.


Hawes - from Boston - June 7, 1847 to see state - departing in merchant ship Annapolis. Capt. Donald expected to leave June 12. Should he apply to native govt or French for destination? Requests instruction.

George N. Gould, acting consul, Talihi July 1, 1847 to see state.


Retains - Board $1,114.79. Medical $1,150.24. 4 ships.

C. H. B. duplicate dated July 6, 1847.


Savannah Aug 22, 1846 - Discharged from Kuitengoff H.B. to see state in merchant ship. In S.C. Caroline.

Gould - Jan. 1, 1848 - Retains - as above.

Hawes, May 3, 1848 to see state from Home. June 16th passage on ministered from Boston to Tahiti. Left at Home. Contrary to assurances from owner in Boston - could not return to Tahiti.

Receives letter from Capt. Savoand, 19 Dec. 1847 to Hawes from F. B. Papeete, announcing one from Hawes written in Home. 8 Dec. of here.


U.S. Hawes not yet arrived but has written from Calaoa.


For Wm. Newton who could not be cared for without man.

Board $1,397.75. Medical $716.75. 6 ships.
Hawes to see State unless otherwise indicated


Copy of Hawes to Qro. new house. Nov 5, 1847 on Exequator. Copy of Qro. to Hawes from Taliti - Dec 19, 1847.

Hawes to Qro. from Papeete Sept 30, 1848 explaining situation. Gov. to Hawes Oct 17, 1848. Explaining why he commenced negotiations.


Gov. to Hawes Oct 5, 1848. Sums up above.

Nov 13, 1848 - Just left for Hecuma Islands. Occupied by Hawkins, Harrison, Boreands, each 1/4 sq. km. Some tendency regarding Consular presence.

Kelly to Gov. New B. March 20, 1848. Settling on land grant from Queen for Consulate - June 26, 1849.

Gov to Kelly June 30, 1848. Land made available for Consulate - both quiet to date. Of M. Salmon. One property - others missing.

Kelly to Gov. July 20, 1848 - asks for land.

Gov to Kelly Oct 7, 1848. Equitable for Hawes to talk to Gov. Kelly to Gov. Oct 10, 1848. Queen anxious not to unilaterally grant land to date. Of M. Salmon. Because she realized Blackley's plan to settle it so they could assemble other teams.

Gov to Kelly Oct 10, 1848. Will receive Hawes following day.

Kelly to Gov. Oct 11, 1848. Asking if Hawes would be prevented from taking up residence on Consulate.

Gov to Kelly Oct 12, 1848. Sake to see place which he did not know existed.


Kelly to Blackley & Wilkes Sept 17, 1848 on the occasion.

Hawes to Blackley & Wilkes Oct 17, 1849 in a letter:

{[Additional text not legible]}

Kelly to Gov. Oct 13, 1848.

Hawes to Kelly Oct 10, 1848 on land - long legal opinion - land granted to U.S. Govt. remains w/ U.S. Govt. litigation.

Hawes to Kelly Oct 10, 1848. Oct 12, 948. Land for use of Consulate - not for sale by Blackley.

Nov 20, 1848. Gov. would agree to U.S. right to land. House built by Blackley. Asked to Salmam to rent by Chapman. Hawes had the house in 1845. Estimated cost of building it in 1850. Land in good situation. Worth several thousand dollars but must be occupied. Who will assume expenses?

Hawes to Kelly Oct 10, 1848 on land. Long legal opinion - land granted to U.S. Govt. remains w/ U.S. Govt. litigation (?). For Sept 1848.


Table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Island</th>
<th>Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hawes</td>
<td>1,272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taha'a</td>
<td>1,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3,972</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Total 3,972.
Kelly - Dec 31, 1849 - U.S. Sloop of War "Hesper" arrived off Vreedenborch. Seizure of Marquesas.

Bill of particulars to agreement with Queen. The bearer's report that he has not received a reply to his request for the recovery of such claims. Some indication of steps taken. No damages demand.

Aug. 12, 1850 - Report of above claims and discussions with Queen on treatment of foreigners in future.

Oct. 19, 1850 - Receipt of Copy of Sept. 1, 1848 on reducing expenses of seamen's relief. Dated Sept. 20. Capt. James Cunningham app. from New York, treated at Fr. Hospital and sent on to S.F.

Oct. 30, 1850 - Fines for property stolen from Margaret's estate. 1/3 to naval govt., 1/3 to aggrieved party. Return to Margaret's heirs. Returns. Ref. 619, 81, 82 ships.

July 30, 1851 - George Durnan held by Council as vessel belonging to alien.


Kelly - Apr. 20, 1852 - Problems of Capt. of Sophie. Ship arrived from Sydney in need of repairs before going to S.F. Capt. drank all time at port. Hard to own. See certain vessel not to authority to migrate into nuisances. Prevents vessels from entering should be replaced. Norries prohibited from going. US. Flag as vessel French. Many of the crew your Chilnichang. Comments on men arriving in California. Who are legally committing acts on vessels. 30th of October. Your Chilian. 4th of October. Sailors' letters issued to vessel. Valuation and crew list included.

Bond signed for Kelly by Bates & Bates. May 31, 1852 - Boston.

See traces to New State - June 8, 1852. Receipt of Kelly bond.


June 30, 1853 - Return - Death of John Donnelly of N.Y.C. - Belay "396.20

Nov. 8, 1853 - Receipt of Cir. of June 1, 1853 - advised Protectorate & French of sending 22 ships - 10,000 Cwt. & 500 tons. In answer, said Captain states that if they reach their destination, they will send notice of their arrival. Some ships are expected to arrive in due course.

Cpt. Taber killed in Patagonia - Ship & Turtle in action - Capt. Taber states that the ships are being repaired and will be ready for service. The Protectorate's gunboat "presented" to the U.S. is not yet ready for service.

"The more concerned upon this news, the French have already started their squadron and the land forces, both military and naval, are converging. Unfortunately, nothing has been done to advance their resources. The government's resources are being used for other purposes. Our forces are better trained and may be superior."

Dec. 31, 1853 - Return - Belay "42.61 - Cpo. of Cpt. W.H. Sherman, who was picked up Tabuti. Slaughtered in March with 20 ships in the area."


June 7, 1854 - Letter about Tabuti - received 1 to 2 books - all not books - requested forwarding mail via S.F. Collector & customs not via New York.
Kelly to See States unless otherwise indicated.

Kelly to Morrie Howard & Son, N.Y. June 1, 1854 - Copy & State -

air of Golden Age May 4 1/2. Kelly again - 6 bills in part. supplied with food & provisions & water - asked to regard & respect in lieu of Tientsin. Suggests second vessel at Tientsin to avoid delays. Tientsin 3890 miles from Sydney & 4500 from Panama. Best steamer point. Also supplied available from lands. FA. GA. improvements to harbor, requiring channels. Construction of central coal depots, good police system & numerous conveniences; obsolete ship Tientsin. No local land of access at all times. Pigeon available. Good storage & necessary facilities. No hurricane in 2 years of his residence on foreign charters. Good climate of surrounding islands made by FA. on Singapore. Where tented could be quartered. French authorities in Singapore.


Alfred Higg, Fumbrunau, June 14, 1854 to State about Tientsin Estate.

June 30, 1854 - Returns - Relief 7 161 81 Request info on consular/keel.

stature - 2 38 vessels.

June 30, 1854 - Are U.S. going in the China area? of Oct 8, 1853. Short time available in summer makes it difficult to translate everything but does interest to be interesting. Has spent his best in time available. Willing to

examine. Could not send copies of some laws without difficulty from consul's archives where they are needed. Can replace set for 2 20. No sending old copies - no publication article them electricity school. Tientsin is Tientsin. Business in C. ship building & wanting articles. Copy of letter of June 11, 1854 to Howard on prospect Tientsin & US. Consulate. US. in US. & merchant service. Info on Tientsin, consular. US. in US. shipping, navigation, means, etc. Hospital made for own - oceanic run by Dr. Colburne. Fee 25 per day.

June 30, 1854 - Returns. Landed as usual since 1856. No salary & normal outlay of about $250 per year. Date of Consulate on Wate St. Puerto

principal. Dole. What not convenient to seamen - hand given to &.

By Queen. Alexandria &c. American held hours. This would cause hand to meet Queen - Howard & Kelly. Departed. Build ship for $450. Used as barrels of rice future. Paked by Kelly. Property enclosed with parts and arrangements fence repaired house, added boat, converted, put up flotants, planted gardens, bought furniture, books, stationery, stationary building used if of rice - 2 pie rooms used by F. Consulate. Total cost $500.tüf. Recreation to secure land building to US. Kelly. Kelly could build building. Giving through not for example & copies this happened justice done. Would not without of sure & good nature.

But given 20 in Consulate at same time as US. but, got paid $300 in taking London & building house. Benefited States think about problems.
June 30, 1854 - Trans. survey chart of Florida area.
Dec. 31, 1854 - Returns - Relief $54.61 for survey.
Dec. 31, 1854 - Returns - Relief $199.15, 36 vessels - Fares $195.50
Dec. 30, 1854 - Thanks for news, Capt. Sherman is still working towards delivery of supplies. Message from the Secretary will be useful in future.
Dec. 30, 1854 - Appreciates knowing $494.85 to take family safely.
Dec. 30, 1854 - Appreciates leave. Difficult to find trustworthy crew, resident to take over in his absence. Only really good ship ready.
Mar. 10, 1855 - Closes between Kelly and Acting Gov. Albert Augustin.

Mar. 10, 1855 - Convo, between Kelly and Acting Gov., Albert Augustin.
Tebbit #5-15 - 7-24 R3

Kelly to see statute unless otherwise indicated

Mar 15, 1854 - in re: Tebbit - U.S. palettes - shipping duty - U.S. palettes pass for full value. Built a French weight in common use in commerce. Also in re: products - oranges only expert produce - duty without duty. Explanation of duty. Wages: express 84 per day; common laborer $1.00 per day. Payment rendering service in commercial office is paid according to services rendered at a percentage on a sum in hand.

Feb 12, 1856 - Plans to leave Mar. 1856. Wm. W. Manning native of New recently arrived from Boston to be Vice Consul.


Mar 31, 1856 - Return for quarter and statements. (cover only)

Mar 31, 1856 - Draft for $543.42. Replied.

June 7, 1856 - From Manning - loss of Pantheon. Gardener had upon fire at Jaffa. 1 Sophia Chartered at Tebbit to pick up cargo saved. For a list of fire, statements by men, for commission and inventories, etc. caused of fire unknown entirely respective.

June 9, 1856 - Death of Antonio Madera, Portucal of Pantheon of shipping of grain 'induced, on is thought, caused by imprudence in sailing.'

June 30, 1856 - Performed duties of Cons. inside Mar. 11, 1856.


June 30, 1856 - Return from Mar. 31 + fees - (cover only)

Aug 20, 1856 - From Manning - Reports need for consul at Bay of Islands -常委's consular at last.

Sept 30, 1856 - Quarterly return + fees - (cover only)

Nov. 10, 1856 - More info on Civil Army recruitment in U.S. received.

Nov. 10, 1856 - Manning - Receipt of dispatch from Dept. about acts + case of


Nov. 27, 1856 - From Manning - Death of Daniel March, of Staten Island. For some reason Govt. issued at Tebbit. Vice Consular duties.

Dec 1, 1856 - Manning - Death of Charles Wieland of Megitche - drained and only copy of new testament.
Dec. 4, 1856 - Receipt of supplies for Talitha at Boston

Dec. 26, 1856 - Manning - Receipt of States east - 1st Sess. 34th Cong. - Cir. 15

Dec. 26, 1856 - States - Receipt of disallowance of $92.65 on relief.

Dec. 31, 1856 - Return + fees - Sept.-Dec. 1856 - 3 vessels - fees


May 5, 1857 - Manning - Charles Stewart, N.Y. + Mass. w. inventory

May 27, 1857 - " - States received for 1st Sess. 34th Cong. also paid to Reg. Dis. + Cons. assigns Aug. 1856 - Taill of fees + Cir. 16 + Circular Reqs. + black bond.

May 31, 1857 - Return + fees for Dec. - Mar. - (cover only)

May 31, 1857 - Draft on Dept. for $54.93

Apr. 30, 1857 - Arrived at Talitha that day

June 30, 1857 - Draft for $200

July 31, 1857 - Henry Owners, Washington City to see State Lewis

Aug. 19, 1857 - Draft on Dept. for $200


Sept. 30, 1857 - Draft on Dept. for $215.50

Oct. 30, 1857 - Owners from S.F. Swallow in Eliza about Nov. 2.

Dec. 10, 1857 - Estate of S.H. Whealock - Explanation of complications that day.

Dec. 11, 1857 - Henry Owners - commenced duties as Consul Dec. 11, 1857 -


Feb. 30, 1857 - Freight on cases from Dept. + cost of bookcase.
Feb 18, 1858 - From Kelly - hears there are extraordinary reports about his
in Dept from U.S. naval officers & asks advice of changes preferred.

Mar 3, 1858 - Advises U.S. Gov't writes on disposition of land - Army it
or return it to former - Suggests Gov't buy house for council
office - cites British acceptance & use of similar property.

Mar 15, 1858 - Visited Haulaone - Seamen being entitled to deposit &
then removed by Dept for large sums to native authorities -
Suggests U.S. worship - a small one - visit group - Advises if he
visited visit other islands of group - no provision for travel.

Mar 28, 1858 - 8 day tidal clock - portable house left by Wilkes
& correlates asks about disposition.

Mar 12, 1858 - Estate of Daniel March - Demand by Bishop of
Nashville for estate - 16 supporting documents will.

Mar 16, 1858 - Kelly to see State - Rental house for office functions to
owner for $25 a mo. gives written obligation that would not pay -
visited & before Council's Court (suit) adjudged case due Kelly -
asks permission to remove house - suggests that land be seized -
council opposes as he wants no more trouble - have no decisive to
come in contact with Mr. Owen as he is a person with whom it is
impossible for me to threaten.

Mar 31, 1858 - Draft for $74.44.

Vouchers for flagstaff.

Arrivals - in quantities (cover only).

Seamen's relief - in quantities.

Relief account - (cover only).

Apr. 5, 1858 - From Haskell Wheelock, Hartford, Wise. Sending sons will

Apr. 27, 1858 - Proposal to place Rattia & Tahaa under U.S. protection.

Apr. 29, 1858 - In view of past civil wars in islands. King now son of Queen Paua Ouster considers place of chiefs (not U.S. protection) "a menace and
well designed expression of the wish of all the people of Rattia and Tahaa -
not that of a factotum - suggests British intention of Tahaa as
being much more between Cape & Taku - Tahaa U.S. should have
Rattia - part have N.Y. & F younger have Tahaa - Army, vehiciles would
stop at Rattia - they are not doing as at Tahaa - Agriculture now
encourages but a token only - Cities difficulties of mills and beaucoup
baratia cane - sugar could render Tahaa good source of revenue for Tahaa
Benches in hands of Ougustus. Purchase of land encouraged. Clemens
said good - Supporting proposal petition not in force by Dept.
April 27, 1858 - Transmits Clients of Society - Paramoto Groups.

1. "Clear. Chasing - Clients drawn by Doolin of Aran.\n   Permission to publish by U.S. Govt. in hope of compensation for Iglesias\n   Work."

April 27, 1858 - Supports Cushing's request for compensation.

June 30, 1858 - Draft for $504.44 - (cover only)

""""""""""$274.99 salary -
""""""""""Arrivals of vessels - (cover only)
""""""""""Statement of relief -
""""""""""Draft for $71.77 for blank forms -
""""""""""Completion of caption -
""""""""""$61.11 in favor of Society & Female

June 30, 1858 - Draft for $71.99 for prison & maintenance expenses.

""""""""""Certificate of travel time sent - Form of cards.

Report of seaman.

July 5, 1858 - To Pres. of U.S. Buchanan - have 14 U.S. infirmary at
Tolstoi, complimentary of owners as habitual drunks & extortionists
in office demanding high fees for services. (see card)

July 6, 1858 - Vicissimus Turner, War Dept., to see State W/C.
Born Georgetown, D.C., aged 100, an ex-Civil War soldier, never resided in Seco. In.
[Vicissimus Turner, W/C]

July 10, 1858 - Transmits Translation of Local Govt. Doc. - J. D. Bouquet
In Gov. Officers - Jan 3, 1858 advising Joseph Jordan and Thomas
Clyde of efforts against Govt. of Tolstoi. Also advised
"Hydrographers", men taken from Tolstoi for own protection, placed
as free men at Tolstoi. Also, D. Bouquet to Turner July 10, 1858
in advance & Greece's protest of Jordan & Clyde being taken from
Tolstoi. Taking aboard ship of humanity, from as much as
one of the men which should be punished for native grievances against
him. men free to return but French Govt. will not return them.
Passing his protest to French Govt.

Thomas.

July 10, 1858 - Trans. Letters from Chief of June 28, 1858. (see card)

""""""""""Joseph Jordan.
""""""""""Copy of protest to Govt. of Tolstoi, of Jordan & Clyde.
June 29, 1858 - States Jordan & Clyde not in danger & will not take
In lieu of from France. Possibly removed from home & family. Also return

July 10, 1858 - Copies of letters between Council & F. Govt.:

Protests against Poma, Cart of many, resident of Tolstoi,
Arrived on Quay, charge by F. Gov't. On Aug. 17, 1858, James had arrived
Near Jordan & Clyde in return to Tolstoi, Jan. 1858.

On June 17, 1858, Council explained Poma his servant, court his
interest in him. Refused Bedford prejudiced nearly three.
June 19, 1858 - Request that interpreter D. Chapman be present.
June 21, 1858 - Protest on extradition of Poma. (next page)
# 71  S. H. 21.855 - Owner to Du Bongt, Commander. In protest of incarceration of Poa'a. May 15th, left Tahiti for Raiaatoa. Did not land due to illness of Americans there. Returned on May 28th. Arrived at Porte. Owned him he would not be molested at Tahiti. Arrived per Rivas in April. Raiaatoa. King stationed on Tahiti is asked. Also per Rivas in April. It is not recognized by U.S. Govt. Also per Rivas in April, June 25, 1858, in behalf of American citizens.

# 70  Owner to High Chief of Raiaatoa. July 13, 1858, was not permitted to molest any American on their property. Immediate payment of all debts due. Crafts & others.

# 70  July 10, 1858, to Raiaatoa. May 15th in F. Steamer Milou 3/9th. The owner of the ship to investigate the situation there. Of the order of the local authorities to hold until release. U.S. ship before release. Notice of release to be released.

# 70  S. H. 21.856 - Owner of U.S. to Raiaatoa. July 13, 1858. Advised he has sent a statement signed by the Governor of Raiaatoa to take possession there. Allowing raising chief of Tahiti to advise of Tahiti is safe in their interest.

# 71  Owner to Raiaatoa. July 29, 1858. U.S.S. Vandalia to visit Tahiti in compliance with Court's request.

# 70  Aug 11, 1858 - Wreck of W. Wave - Crew rescued by Vandalia.

# 72  U.S.S. Vandalia - 2 days at Tahiti. Courtesy of Capt. Du Bongt to visit.

# 74  Isaac Tusey Navy Dept. to see State. Sept 11, 1858. Receipt of letters of Society of the South. 2.5.1.2.7.4.3.6.7.8.9.0. But no funds to compensate.

# 74  Sept 30, 1858 - Draft for $156.85.

# 75  Report of overseer.

# 76  Draft for $583.70.

# 78  Sept 30, 1858 - Draft for $55.

# 78  Cancel Bureau's summary of events in Raiaatoa. Oct 1, 1858 (second).


Original + translation dated at Ratakae 7 June 1858 of petition from chiefs of Ratakae to Pres. of U.S. asking protection of U.S.

Original + translation dated at Ratakae May 25, 1858 from chiefs of Tahaa offering island & Pres. of U.S. asking U.S. protection.

Original + translation dated at Tahaa May 21, 1858 from chiefs of Tahaa to Pres. of U.S. asking protection.

Synopsis of Desp 47 of Apr. 27, 1858 (Owner to State) by Com. Burnet.

Original + translation dated Nov. 29, 1858 to owners from chiefs of Tahaa at Tahaa asking his help in obtaining U.S. protection.

Original + translation dated Apr. 5, 1858 at Ratakae to owners from chiefs of Ratakae & Tahaa asking his help in obtaining U.S. protection.

Oct. 12, 1858 - Commercial statistics cannot be obtained without expense. Sugar not obtainable due to local troubles in Ratakae. Salt good & abundant also possible for American consumption & be supplied. Cities advantage of sugar & tea are not always as advantageous.

Oct. 12, 1858 - Transmits letter of grievances from Joseph Jordan - suggests need for man-of-war visit to intimidate natives or else they (the natives) may have it in their power to inflict any degree of injury upon our merchantmen inquirers, particularly when they are upland and secretly encouraged by well-meaning and missionary of other countries. Stibich needs for man-of-war.

Joseph Jordan, Ratakae, Oct. 4, 1858 to owner - Returns to Ratakae in a few weeks. Craft English (Mr. Christian) & Frank Miller returned to meetings of U.S. naval officers. Hayer his house. One 28 weeks his mother in Hawaiian (referring to an American) drowned. His trading materials ordered next to be brought up. Request that if Capt. Christian had pledged U.S. flag would not take over Ratakae & Tahaa but would receive without interference.

Comptables to see State. Oct. 26, 1858 applying residence as U.S. of Owner for travel pay purposes.

Kelly - Nov 2, 1858 - Copy of draft for H. Wheelock for estate - Previous rent Dec 14, 1857 apparently gone entirety - $1,076. 18. 9 (Dec. 10, 1857)

Dec. 31, 1858 - Draft for $1,037. 85 on W. H. Kelly - In relief of seamen.

" " " - Seamen still in hospital.

" " - List of seamen discharged, shipped or deceased. (correctly)

" " " - List of deceased seamen - 1 -


Wheelock to see estate - Feb. 3, 1859 - Draft for $1,146. 18. 9 known 5th auditor to see estate - Mar. 30, 1859 - Payment for Turner from Oct 15?

Mar. 31, 1859 - Asks what to do about Antonio Saliver, mission - change on consul - for s quantities - Unusual to move him to cost of $2 per day - need physician's certificate.

Mar. 31, 1859 - Return of vessels - 10 ships.

" " " - Draft on Kelby for $70.17 for flag & stationary

" " " " - $48.36 for relief.

Apr. 11, 1859 - Asks instructions on acceptance of land for Cons. office & purchase of building from Kelly who is planning to leave soon.

May 13, 1859 - Saliver & Geo. Norton destitute - seamen sent to S.F.

June 2, 1859 - Capt. L.S. Gifford of Hope left without paying hospital fees for sick seamen, $12.

June 30, 1859 - List of seamen, etc. 10 vessels - death of Geo. Reid.

July 5, 1859 - Rescue of crew of Twilight wrecked at Mayes revising morning stars - disposition of men.

Aug. 5, 1859 - Request for form -

Aug. 11, 1859 - Reply to inquiries about Messenger - brief in Talbot.

Turner to See State - Sept 23, 1859 - When in U.S. in 1856 brought young man at charge of his parents who has required him financially without means of earning living. Turner's family decline to send him to buy house - which cost $25,000. He said an absent consul says he cannot pay. Does not wish to return to the United States. Too old to go back to sea. Was served in U.S. flag 37 yrs., 11 yrs. in U.S. consul.


- Draft for relief $982.30
- Draft for relief $1,150.60 + $157.52 + $562.10 (medical)

Owner of See State, from S.F. Dec 15, 1859 - Defeints drawing travel pay from work. D.O. and those terminated affairs are S.F. and heard family residing. No draft disbursed.

Dec 21, 1859 - Seamen sent to U.S. in Nantucket.

Jan 6, 1860 - Draft for total of $1489.08 for relief
- Draft for total of $1489.08 for relief
- Draft for total of $1489.08 for relief

Apr 2, 1860 - Draft for $1004.30 for relief

Auditors to See State - May 16, 1860 questioning Turner's vouchers for payment of discharges and disbursement of the seamen's relief? Draft for $1489.08 for relief?

June 30, 1860 - Drafts $927.30 for relief and $974 for Counsel expense

Aug 23, 1860 - Imprisoned seamen in accordance with instructions and terms of convention between U.S. and France. Also urged to imprison seamen to prevent departure. When possible seamen are discharged and sent back. In this case no advance wages - also must be paid by cause of local good.

Sept 10, 1860 - Reports of ill and want like Talbot due to "scurvy and continual illness." Departing that day. No American available to take over. Appointed Alexander Salmon, Jr. Acting U.S. consul.

Aug 30, 1860 - Request for $100.00

Kelley to See State - Sept 12, 1860 - Protest from him and other citizens against appointment of Salmon. Turner in financial difficulties which Kelley has helped him or is in receipt of part, which he plans to reimburse himself from amount received in court.

Copy of Protest to Josh. Talbot - Sept 5, 1860 signed by Kelly, Deputy Brothers, E.J. C. Martin, J. Langham, against appointment of Salmon - action as U.S. acting consul.

Copy of Protest to Turner - Sept 3, 1860 signed by above.
Salmon to See State unless otherwise indicated

Salmon to See State, 28 Sept. 1859 - Receipt of Commercial Rel in 1859 Oct 1, 1860 - Draft on Saloon Brandes $802.94 for relief.
"  "  "  List of Seamen & vessels - (cover only)
"  "  "  Trans 14 from Turner

Auditor to See State - Oct. 23, 1860 - Inquiry as to Turner's travel time.
Nov. 1, 1860 - Asks for instructions on will of Daniel Nelson - opinion that will be presented by Bishop illegally. Funds in hands of Curate.

Dec 31, 1860 - Draft on John Brandes $649.40 for relief.

Sale of Mount Vernon to Brit. Anderson Gibson of Talbot for $4,000. Register transmitted - Case of 4 Discharged.

Dec 31, 1860 - List of Seamen & vessels -

Salmon to See State unless otherwise indicated

Jan. 25, 1861 - Seamen sent to U.S.

Kelly to See State - Mar. 16, 1861 - Protest to consular, directed by nature men & women of "questionable character." Letter case of S.B. Gages in 1857 & 57. Above use of Armed Yacht by Brandes - Bases Salmon in habit of "extending it's charity and it's institutions." Hoped next Consul would be sent out soon.


Mar. 31, 1861 - Draft on John Brandes for salary $262.05
"  "  "  "  "  "  "  "  "  "  relief $557.70
"  "  "  List of Seamen & vessels - (5) 2 Released

Auditor to See State - no date (post: Feb. 1861) inquiring as to Salmon

June 30, 1861 - List of Seamen & vessels - (5)

"  "  "  Draft on John Brandes for misc. purposes exp. $69.30

"  "  "  "  "  "  "  "  for relief $374.77

"  "  "  Accounts

Sept. 30, 1861 - List of Seamen & vessels - (5)

"  "  "  Draft for relief $266.26

Auditor to See State - Oct 22, 1861 inquiring about Salmon

Dec. 31, 1861 - List of Seamen & vessels

Death of Capt. R.H. Miller of Golden State, 9 Nov. at Papeete.
Salmon to see State unless otherwise indicated.


Draft for relief $200.50

Vendor to see State, Milwaukee, Feb. 13, 1862 - Ask again as counsel, Tahiti - I saw Bond. Naturalized A.M. Born November 7th, 1846-47 - attached to Austrian Amb. in France. Was naturalization papers.


Feb. 22, 1862 - Pressing need for U.S. Govt. to accept gift of land near Pomaika'i or allow it to revert to Queen - need to grade public streets. Makes regularization of title important. Property on harbor front at head of pier, contiguous to U.S. Post Office. Value of Queen is one of most valuable positions in town. Need $5,000 for some additional property to sell $500 house. Needs instruction from previous letter unsolicited.


Mar. 31, 1862 - Hiss of salmon & vessels. 1 death.

Draft on Branden for $266.30. In receipt.

89.10 mts exp. of consular

Apr. 19, 1862 - Explanation of claim for salary. Notes State confirmation of his appl. as Vice Consul. Loses date. citrus Turner did not apply for salary as he knew it was due Salmon. Would money - this copy of authority from Turner to give Salmon salary due him as he has been compensated.

Jan. 13, 1863 - Montgomery Blair to see State, and newspaper clipping asking for transfer of Bunnell to Tahiti if successful if to be removed. Not satisfied of favor of Bunnell's appl to Fiji.

Clipping - no date or newspaper - contains whole of above appl. to Tahiti & includes letter from vendor of Tahiti, Feb. 10, 1863 (sic). Redating his address & justifying himself (see card).

Clipping - no date or newspaper - entitled "Complaint against his Austrian counsel at Tahiti." (See card).
Vander to See Estate unless otherwise directed.


End Inventory.

July 25, 1862 - Draft on Kelly $263.67 for rent.

July 24, 1862 - 30.67 for misc. expenses.

July 29, 1862 - Estate of Capt. B. H. Hiltz - murder of Nov 9, 1861. By guilt, subject. Inventory of effects - Salmon deducted 50% in his absence. Branding effects sent to Vander. Only due 2.4%.

Estate valued at $2,942.20.

July 29, 1862 - Consulate at Nacodoches is receiving valuable property: no suitable houses to rent can be obtained except in some of the lower parts of the city between the mountains. Houses not suitable are unhealthful.

British accepted similar grant in 1839, leased it for $500, and now resides in a large house, medical, sanitary, and social conditions.

July 30, 1862 - Mortgaged to C. Salmon in 1842. He said he would be given his money by Quader to have settlement with U.S. Govt. He promised to pay it off if he remained in the same residence. This mortgage was valued at $100.

July 30, 1862 - Report on high cost of living in Taliesin. (See card)


Kelly firm located some years ago. His retail business is now under Jordan.

Principal agent - former oil and vinegar - changer for S.F. materials of and retail local.

Considers himself to trade of no value unless he has capital of $20,000 and several ships. He has traveled... His language possesses no word to express a thank. He works in his house and walks slowly and methodically.

Auditor to See Estate Sept 19, 1862 - Salmon read, Sept 25, 1862 - Vander
Vendor to See State Unless Otherwise Indicated

Sept 20. 1862 - Record of fees. Lists of seamen + vessels. (commonly)

Sept 20. 1862 - No deaths of Americans.

Oct 1, 1862 - Request for Blank forms. Wheaton's international law.

Dec. 31, 1862 - Report of 10 to 12 Peruvian ships seeking contract laborers in California. One such vessel taken as prize by Fr. monk of war. Supercargo - Amer. Byron has Knight escaped in ship's boat to one of the islands. "151 Libreros aboard (Chinsquid)"

One of officers from Philadelphia, Dr. Josephn Eckley claims U.S. protection. Prejudice met with in calls. awaiting next move by French authorities. Copy of Emperors de Colonizacion - Control.

Dec 31, 1862 - Quarterly reports - Draft for relief #400.44

Dec 20, 1862 - Problems of Capt. leaving ill seamen at marquesas or other islands where no American officers. "They drift into report. No protection from this Fort to this U.S."

Note: Under English guise of times does this apply Out of date work. "The stringenss of vessels returning from the" Fort to Fort U.S.

Diary of negotiating drafts as previous ones disallowed by former consuls - Draft p. 491.44 for relief.

Feb 28, 1863 - Excitement near Peruvian vessels - 4 captured by Fr. or German power. A number of American aboard. French & British vessels cruised to stop traffic. Some Peruvian vessels said to be sailing under U.S. flag. Requests notice of maintenance to Peru itself + U.S. Navy Equinational Law in Paraguay. Suggest warship be sent to Talbot to protect same commerce not only against Peruvians but also against "rescission American who now away from Oregon or California to escape the draught in their States."

Edward R. Miner, Liverpool Sec. State, Feb 26, 1863 in re estate of


2 deaths - Dickay + Neeley Denton.

Aug. 6, 1863 - Request for Blank forms - fees + spays.

Aug. 8, 1863 - Case of Capt James H. Houghton of Destitution, N.S.

Vessel condemned in court at 30th. Consul forced capt. to pay proper settlement to men discharged. Wrongs may complain.

Aug. 9, 1863 - Trials of officers of Peruvian vessels engaged in labor trade - see Knapp, Capt. of the "Mecklace de Wh variety." Sentenced to 30 yrs imprisonment + fine. Labor. Dr. Eckley + principal witness. Sorvillo was arrested for perjury. Court pleased w/1000. problem of court case where it did. language used. Got agreement. Protests refused, but dismissed.

-- Relation to Sec. State from Cincinnati Abstract: "Interesting & important letter,抽象 about Peruvian vessels and trade in engaging labor for the United States. Official. Please read."

On Message of the 1877, Feb 25, 1863 - on trial.
Vandor to see State unless otherwise indicated


June 21, 1863 - Auditor to see State. Inquiry as to W. D. Taylor. 
June 22 - Same, 1863.
June 23, 1863 - as above for W. D. Taylor at post June 19-30, 1863.

June 30, 1863 - Quarterly Returns. Draft on $569.95 for relief.

July 15, 1863 - S.S. line between Tabitha & S.F. estab. every 2 hrs. previous communication via Valparaiso, Panama, mail & U.S. ship via H. Moore or South Dakota. With much delay. Rogers new service will increase times. Trade in Islands. No mail from U.S. between June 2-13, 1863. Shipped a good consignment.


Aug. 2, 1863 - Wreck of Swift, new Bedford at Rosalinda.

Aug. 23, 1863 - Problems of payment of draft. City of New York will not pay. Situation good as of owner of Turner's order. Deutsche Bank in Philadelphia will honor draft. (see card)

Sept. 1, 1863 - Estate of J. Miller. Refer to previous dispatches.
Vander to see state unless otherwise indicated.

Sept 25, 1863 - Petition against office seekers in Tahiti who are writing libellous letters for publication in S.F. papers.
- 2 vessels refitting - watching closely in fear they are rebels.

Sept 30, 1863 - Quarterly reports - Draft $603.50 for relief.


Jan 1, 1864 - Quarterly reports - Draft $408.46 for relief. Miller.

2, 319.14 also Miller estate to Dept. - Death of Geo. Dunham.

- Fa. electrice about 150 people in Tahiti. many escaping. Draft to Dr. Butler and Co. (post closed).

Feb 10, 1864 - No mail since Sept 15, 1863 - Despatches delayed.

Mar 31, 1864 - Quarterly reports - Draft $65,167 for relief.

Similar death of electrice in Tahiti.

Howland, N.B. May 5, 1864 - To see estate about Capt. Houghton -
- 12000 dollars in拃 to be disposed of.

Vander to see estate Western Howland, N.B. Jan 30, 1864 explaining how they can get money from Houghton.

Vander to Howland - Feb 15, 1864 - same subject.

June 30, 1864 - 4 seamen sent to U.S. Much smallpox & consumption among sailors - 6000 from Dept. requires oath of Council before one here who can administer much oath to foreign seamen. Can only officers that accounts are correct. Repeal of Tahiti.

July 1, 1864 - Draft $60,000 - due cons. expenses - needs bookkeeper.

June 12, 1864 - Tahiti estate of N.B. wrecked on reef at Tahiti.

July 1, 1864 - Owners of N.B. will get $50,000 from wreck. Vander
- needs new living quarters to support family.
Vendor to See State unless otherwise indicated

July 12, 1864 - Receipt of Cieic. No 44. Report on taxes paid by consul.

Sept 1, 1864 - Receipt of new Consular Tariff & Cieic. No 49. Ask what
Form 138 is. Never heard of it. Request office supplies, map of
U.S. & flag.

Sept 1864 - Report on Seamen - (cause only)

Browne to See State - Sept 30, 1864 from Hambolts (see card)

Dec 1, 1864 - Recall of Gro. De la Ricierie & replacement by
Count Emile de la Ricierie. Report to Gro. Intended area.

Dec 1864 - Quarterly reports - Commerce reduced by relief
bill #759.76 for new seamen & Wrecked Taralwhatever. Get all
but 2 immunes off. Has been "hospital steward and
shoeing master" during part months. 1 death.

Dec 31, 1864 - Quarterly reports - No vessels - living expenses vary
higher. Duty & smallport - vendor himself at bed in 242 next
6 6 hours in room due to dangerous operation connected w/ wound
in left breast. Cost over $500. Now recovered but an invalid in
legs - walks w/ 2 canes.

Browne to See State - Dec 31, 1864.

Jan 4, 1865 - Wreck of Cieic. off coast. Gro. 47 & Gro. 48. -
Brady's goos & thank - long account & determination of men.

Feb 29, 1865 - Wreck of Julia Calab. Crews brought to Hambolts.

Mar 10, 1865 - Receipt of "" -


Mar 21, 1865 - Report that Cieic ship Shenandoah in Kealbourn.

Mar 19, 1865 - Report that Cieic ship Shenandoah in Kealbourn.

Vander to Sea State unless otherwise indicated

Mar. 31, 1865 - Quarterly Report - Fees up to $267.28. Some acts held on vessels for adjustment of accounts & also diets now discounted at 50% & vessels - 1 Decreed seized.

May 22, 1865 - Hurricane Damage - One of Palmerton's underwriters.


July 1, 1865 - Draft for $70.29 for misc. expenses.

June 10, 1865 - Draft for $87.33 for relief. 7 armed vessels wrecked among many others at recent storms. Fr. dont vessel looking for seaward.


July 3, 1865 - Requests cite. 48 vessels received.

Gideon Wells, Navy Dept. to Sea State Aug. 18, 1865. Thanks for Toliti, deep interest about geography. Presumably 7 alone -

Aug. 19, 1865 - Estate of Geo. Dunham claimed by widow & son - Toliti. Widow sends $100 to Scottish his new residence in U.S.

Sept. 30, 1865 - Quarterly Report - Teral - 1 seaman died.


Oct. 20, 1865 - Fr. guard of protection. allow foreign vessels to admittance. intimate toad vessels are longer subject or accepted. Do Fr. consuls in U.S. handle bills of Fr. american armed?


Jan. 6, 1866 - Draft for misc. costs, expenses. $137.40. Return damage to request in Tolitoo - testimony.
Jan. 25, 1866 - Order of continuing rebellion in Haiti against King Tomasina - intended by persons of Tomasina by order of France, Italy, and S. F. - France had been forced to leave - observing the principle that French people remain independent. France requested evacuation of Haiti by time of its own government, with the request that rebellion be suppressed. France complained to France, demanding withdrawal from America, Haiti, and America. France allowed France to be folded into Italy, Haiti, and America. France held meetings with the President of the United States, discussing the situation.

Copies of informing, etc.

Note: No 3 & 21 - 1866 not on file - missing

Feb 27, 1866 - Estates of Casimiro & Henri M. Dean - asked instructions on dealing with F. D. ask for assistance of authority.

Brewer to State - 31 Mar. 1866

Mar. 31, 1866 - Quarterly Revenues - $1296.14 (relief)

Henry Dean & Co. were arrested, holder of potato, maize, sugar, bean, and other crops. 15th June 1866 - 75/100 years old. He had 52 children, all of whom were alive.

May 15, 1866 - Request for stationery, see books, etc. Flag

Brewer to State - Apr. 18, 1866 - Loss of Oregon - crew, passengers, and

May 1, 1866 - Commercial Report - (see below)

May 29, 1866 - Export by S.E. 5 million oranges, 62,140,000 lbs. 10,500 casks - valued at $6.25 per 100 lbs. 5,129,104. Sent in 50 bags. 1018 Haitian vessels - lumber, wool, silk from U.S.

Wm. Ware, U.S. at Sea State - May 25, 1866 asking of these

May 30, 1866 - Quarterly Reports - $896.11 for relief.

July 3, 1866 - Request for blankets. Some had been received.


July 12, 1866 - Arrival of Spanish Embassador - Presented & noted by F. D. Fewi. Examined by the consul. The ship arrived in papers calling of actual defeat.
Vander to see States unless otherwise indicated

Auditor to see States - Sept 17, 1866 - Quarterly data sent in. Turner ceased.

Sept 30, 1866 - Quarterly returns - Replied $1,170.63. Amount remaining left by Turner assigned some changes of amount. Cancelated.

Oct 3, 1866 - Has received mail recently minuted to St. Thomas - Sandweird Islands. Books mailed by S. T. Brown to his agent in S.F.

Nov 22, 1866 - Has approved for $500 pounds 150 - for visit to Hawaii.

Bureau of Claims - Dec 15, 1866 approved claim as reasonable.

Oct 16, 1866 - Acket Cais of June 18, 1866 in re: mourning for human loss.


Dec 11, 1866 - Receipt of letter advising of sending stationery & flag but no goods. Fear they have good action.


Feb 9, 1867 - Receipt of letter advising of sending stationery & flag but no goods. Fear they have good action.


Mar 10, 1867 - Thanks for approval of $300 for boat hire to Hawaii.

Mar 12, 1867 - Receipt of files, log book, etc. Flag damage. Official asks for other forms. Note definition of Columbus, etc.

Mar 31, 1867 - Quarterly reports - Replied $319.53. Fees $107.70

Apr 8, 1867 - Wearing about dollar burning certificate by Wm. S. Shaw.

To: Capt. T. E. T., C. S. A. - U.S.S.

June 30, 1867 - Quarterly reports - 3 letters from the Camden awaiting return of mail ship. Replied $944.72. All in the U.S.


July 15, 1867 - Replied, $100. Stanley took party of Eng. and Dutch & Teutonic ladies & music. Party waited there 4 days for return of the Camden. Finally returned there to San Francisco. No American, invited to concert. Party refused permission to go to sea to see the U.S. S. Camden. In port to May 10. Departed without goods & return on board.

Stanley visiting to Vander. Dressed lines into personal affairs. Please excuse lack of translation, but is ill without electricity. Believes D. L. Robinson & Stanley same party from San Francisco.

(Next page)
Vander to see States unless otherwise indicated.

July 1, 1867 - Copy of message de Taiti & May 18, 1867 - Account of
U.S.S. The car删 to go on coast without pilot - Refused to repair.
Food piloted upon departure.

Questions about refusal of Stanley to pay pilot fees - Printed law
of Taiti also embodied - Stanley fees on every vessel under law of
Dec 29, 1866 - Stanley claimed $6.00 for services rendered him.
Refused to pay except in services rendered French battle
vessels requiring payment for services
performances of documents & newspapers articles appropriate in State.

Seward to Sec Navy - Sept 30, 1867 Transmitting above.

Aug 10, 1867 - Annual report on 20 ports of interest - mostly
Shoals - Cuzco, Lima, Guayaquil, Buenos Aires, Santos, Beque de l'air.

Sept 30, 1867 - Quarterly report - Capt Stanley had problems on 2nd
voyage to Taiti - $7,000.00 gross - Apparently forgot to pay charges
for tobacco from his ship - Paid by consular. Reel. 4th, 1867.

Fifth Auditor (not in file)

Nov 30, 1867 - Receipt of statement, letter, books - Requests more blank
vessels - sail my Williams & Co. request to F.P. Reeve Jones
vessels to remove some of his supplies on code's request, long on runs.

Nov. 30, 1867 - According to new instructions receiving dispatches
from Sept to retirement.

Ozmae Wells to Sec Navy - Dec 9, 1867 to Sec Navy - Dispatch from
Capt. Stanley about Vander.

Stanley to Wells - Sept 7, 1867 to Sec - Changes course made 70
all supplies & ships - Vander recommended at once English fur.
Payments reported next trip supplies from owner - the return
of those others - Stanley to return 2nd order from V.T. Charged by
Vander against other merchants as being from spec., determined
the government. Called on Vander to toll him of action. Vander,
evened Stanley taking delivery of children's round as agent
from V.T. Stanley again repeated his statement also to
Capt. E.C. Whitney & others officers. Vander felt justified his
recommendation not excepting the captain. Foo ordered Capt. Vander to
leave the premises. No arrangement concluded by chief clerk but not V.T.
Vander also addressed to other business of V.T. Recommends
Foster a prosperous merchant, of Foster & Adams, a merchant
resident of Taiti, to apply. Consul. to Foster & Co. to present
one or Brown, merchant & manufacturer of oil at Tahiti.
Brown has native facility & abundant native speaker. Also a
negro. If Vander not disposed to suggests pursued for F.T.

W. Stewart, Local Director of Taiti Cotton & Coffee Plantation Co.

To Sec Navy - Dec 2, 1867 - protesting against
exceeding authority. He recommended his replacement
Vander, managing his replacement.

Encl. printed pamphlet entitled "An outline of how it came to pass that
so many aboriginals have been eliminated from the
planted plantations on the islands." Printed pamphlet.

State Dept. notation states the report was received in
Memphis involving Vander, Portland.

(1862)
Purchased refers to Paul Plantation Co. of Portland & Taiti Cotton &
Coffee Plantation Co., formed in 1863. Description means due
to that he purchased at Cape. A report of steady land
deals & treatment of workers by company. Purchase efforts
at Undisputed Stewart - which accused an American actor.
Vendor to see State unless otherwise indicated

Dec 31, 1867 - Quarterly returns - notes receivable - Fees $61.07

Dec 31, 1867 - Miss Corp. expenses $135.13 - Supplies for quarter and need constant repairs - Being as economical as possible.

Dec 31, 1867 - Quarterly Returns - Relief $660. Wireless continues to drop off with troublesome seamen at marquee where we employ them. Eventually served by French & Tabitha.

Death of James L. Allgood & Chas. H. Deaton - Cons. Fees $269.65 per.


Feb 12, 1868 - Geo Pike, leading, condemned & sold at auction. 33 seasons at liberty in Tabitha freed her. Institution. Heavy labor lately. Consume under 2 ft. of water.


Denies offering violence to Stanley - the reverse true - no offer made.

Reports unimpeachable verdict of Tuscany & attitude of Stanley in treating him better "as one of the finalists." Vander refused to intervene in frequently business.

Recruiting, Indian War, & American War Abroad including issues of money. Stanley threatened withdrawal of funds. Gov. furnished the solicitor back but his sums out of orders - Gov. refused to deal w/ Capt. except through counsel.

Vander points to Stanley running Tuscany on need in coming weather, associating with deserters, duty of the war. Absolutely positive from worthy in U.S. Navy. Disregard 2 Capt. Govt. resulting sums. Points that consider salary forced counsel to engage in business in competition of some other merchants which creates some animosity.


Apr 11, 1868 - Receipt of Geo. Pike's check.
Vander to See State unless otherwise indicated

May 12, 1868 - Receipt of supplies & Instructions
June 30, 1868 - Quarterly Return - Relief $270. $329.06
Death of F.Y. Johnson of N.B. 20 years resident in Tahiti and Andrew
West of humu. Mass. - long resident on Marua.

July 5, 1868 - Deep of 1867 - 6, 9, 14, 15 sent by 5th Auditor
Depreciation of $1,120.50 not receiving cons. due of 1863 until Nov. 1867. Used 1st part of 1866.

Francis G. Perkins, New London, Conn. Aug 3, 1868 - To see State
and letters 1, 2, 3 of July 25 & receipt 4th. & submit Bond.

Perkins to see State. Aug 11, 1868. Receipt of letters - Cannot leave
before Aug. 24.

Perkins to see State, Aug 25, 1868. Request to go on 30 days leave to
see in third at Colaba. In order to obtain time. Steamer.

Perkins to see State, Aug 25, 1868. Leaving Sept 1st in steam.

Sept 1, 1868 - Annual Trade Report. Principal articles of export &
import from U.S. - oranges, sugar, etc. Principal import from U.S.
consists of wheat, flour, etc. 38, 319.32 for year.

Sept 30, 1868 - More cons. expenses $156.35. Reports to port pref.

Quarterly return. Death of Maria Kelly of Boston


Perkins - Tahiti Dec 14, 1868. Receipt of records of Consulate
from Col. Joseph Vander - Account - Inventory & Capt. on duty.

Oct 10, 1868. Quarterly Return. Plans to leave Tahiti by first
opportunity. Address letters to agents in S.F. Williams, Blanchard
& Co. 2 Letters - received. Recd $355.70

Note: See State & Vander advisement of sign of Perkins received
in Tahiti Dec 12, 1868. Turn over Dec 15th.
Perkins to see State unless otherwise indicated.

Vendor to see State - Tahiti - Jan 27, 1869 - Turned over Dec 16th to
Perkins - well house & lot - lease given 3 mos. to be seen - Jan 2, 1869 called before Colonial Court for unlawful sale of
Curcular house - wrote about it but never received answer - will
report further.

Inventory of Curcular dated Dec 14, 1868 - well Curcular house, fence,
lot improvements & accessories.

5th Auditor to see State - Feb 18, 1869 asking about Vendor's salary.
Dated to Dec 31, 1868.

Some for Perkins claiming travel time: Sept 1 to Dec 11, 1868.
Now Bureau notes leave request to consider vacation. As public
business allowed, if private business not allowed.

Mar 8, 1869 - Seamen sent to S.F. for murder trial. Concerning
NYC - 2 witnesses also sent - explaining circumstances of death.

Mar 8, 1869 - expenses of above arrest & imprisonment.

Mar 15, 1869 - Quarterly Returns - Dec 16 - 31, 1868.

Mar 31, 1869 - Quarterly Returns - to date. Relief $690.52, drawn
on W.W. Kelly.

Mar 31, 1869 - draft on Kelly for $418.28 expenses of arrest of NYC.

Apr 20, 1869 - receipt of U.S. Court Ref 1869 & D.P. Co. Ref 1867

Apr 30, 1869 - Trans. Message to Tahiti May 20 & 27
on French public service to France.

May 13, 1869 - Trans. Message from Tahiti May 1 - on local laws
which appear to restrict power to Queen Pouera on internal
administration - and assumption of control of foreign residents.
France seeks to reduce trade to Tahiti by reducing local
taxation. As prices already high, additional import duty would
paralyze trade.

Bryan, Superintendent of the latter reigned May 15 and assumed of
request to meet 900. Attorney Gen. also treated for some
reason.

June 30, 1869 - Quarterly Returns - draft on Kelly for $962.13


July 16, 1869. Register of Revenue sold at Tahiti to Englishman.

July 16, 1869. Curcular house - copy of deed from widow Salmon
& others in possession. Explain history of house. Salmon did not
quit Vendor deeds to house. Vendor leased house June 13, 1862
& end of 1868 - no lease made to Vendor. - Resolution was: Salmon
must be paid off - $507.29 worth of repairs.

July 21, 1869 - Explains that agent in California authorized by the State to provide certificates of identity and coal for procurement be approved, if in accordance with instructions. Subsequent action not described.


Aug 9, 1869 - Extracts from Message of the President on local changes. New Commissioner of Indian Affairs. Previous Act suspended. Recommendations for fraudulent claims.

Establishment of Council of Administration - 19 June 1869


- Quarterly Returns - Draft on Kelly for $1,091.91


- Oct 13, 1869 asking about Perkins/Vander charge


- Oct 17, 1869 - Vander in person - as per deposit from Vander from S.F. May 7, 1869.

Vander to 5th Auditor - from S.F. May 7, 1869. Air. S.F. in need of medical attention before going on to Milwaukee. Proof he was detained in Milwaukee until May 16, as no vessels to S.F. until June 1. Requests out of April.

Certificate from Perkins that Vander detained Dec 16, 1868 & May 16, 1869.

Vander to 5th Auditor - May 7, 1869. Air. S.F. in need of medical attention before going on to Milwaukee. Proof he was detained in Milwaukee until May 16, as no vessels to S.F. until June 1. Requests out of April.

Certificate from Perkins that Vander detained Dec 16, 1868 & May 16, 1869.

Dec 13, 1869 - Receipt of Citizen property, passage of case, affairs in naval vessels - Case 73. (Duplicate)

Dec 31, 1869 - Quarterly returns - Draft of $1,292.02 on W. & A. Bremke.

Returns of Fees for year 1869 - $436.05

Mar 31, 1870 - Quarterly returns - Draft for $1,012, for relief on June 18, 1870. To 3rd State, requesting no leave for Perkins due to suits of justice.


June 30, 1870 - Quarterly return - Relief for $111.46 on Bremke.


Aug 10, 1870 - Thanks for leave.

Sept 30, 1870 - Quarterly returns - Draft of $1,147 for relief.

Oct 1, 1870 - Departure on leave. Appoint Wm. H. Kelly Vice Consul
Jan. 19, 1871 - Return to post that day & took over from Kelly.

Notation - Jan. 24, 1871 regarding right of U.S. naval officers & naval
consuls - such authority not honored. While we needful naval officers
may exercise certain powers in relation to U.S. mariners only,
as above not explained.

Jan. 29, 1871 - Sale on estate of S. W. Clark - Died H. N. Apr. 1869

Feb. 20, 1871 - Vessel Urania in Talbot - letter of consul:
Explanation to Capt. Taylor Feb. 1871 - Capt. urgent duty
due to death - Finally replaced & sent off w/ cargo of oranges.

Jan. 29, 1871 - Sale of Norace Salter.


Dorance Altwater to see state from Strasbourg, Alsace, Feb. 27.
Consul at San Domingo - no. of Strasbourg on route London - US.
Request leave to recover from fever - Feb. 27 - June 1 - before
going on to Talbot, his new assignment - Favor originals for 2 yrs
in Dallas, Jule & Andersonville - after reply to req. States.

Mar. 14, 1871 - Explanation of questioned accounts. Inquiring to account
Copy of 29 to comptroller of Trees. Sept. 12, 1870 explaining receipt
of cash at matter of inconclusiveness - reason was matter signed
vouchers & marks only on another was due to effects of
intemperance.

Sen. Buckingham was taking an interest in ease. To some
statement that Altwater has been applied to succeed
Altwater is presently somewhere in Europe on leave.

Report of Cons. Bureau - Jan. 20, 1871 to reply to request as to any
complaints against Altwater. Requests reply to inquiry from Trees.

Mar. 18, 1871 - Register of Huntville, wrecked at Easton. 24
Mar. 31, 1871 - Return of Fees for year $436.92

" " " Quarterly reports - Relief $1190.57 on Bonafin.
June 20, 1871 - Register of Flying Dalmatian, wrecked at Papuris.
Altwater to see state from Terryville, Conn. June 29, 1871
Requests Bond & Cable.

June 30, 1871 - Quarterly Returns - Relief $1174.93 to Bonafin

" " " Explanation of desertion of servant; of Faries at
marquessas of document. Apparently merely tranced in
put another by Capt.

Altwater, Terryville, Conn. July 4, 1871 - sends blank report. Been to
Terryville, Conn. instead from Conn. News received Talbot in France.
Date: July 25, 1871 - Receipt of draft in the Act of Cons. Rego. will comply.


Aug. 14, 1871 - Hearing that day for Tableta.

Sept. 16, 1871 - Sailing in Greyhound for Tableta.

Sept. 28, 1871 - Mutineers from Roman - New captured in Marquesas & brought to Tableta by French authorities. Referred to authorities. Could not interrogate as shipped them off to S.F.

Sept. 30, 1871 - Register of Island Belle - sold to foreigner.

Oct. 6, 1871 - Quarterly returns - Relief $3496.16 & Bonneville.

Oct. 6, 1871 - Acre. for appreciation & passage of Roman Seamen.

Oct. 26, 1871 - Delivery of Consular Office to Auvale.

Oct. 29, 1871 - Quarterly returns.

Auvale to Sase State unless otherwise indicated.

Oct. 30, 1871 - Receipt of Cons. Rego. & Civil Petty Office for 1870 - Register of State for 1871 - Civil Petty Office Oct. 29, ascertained as of Oct. 27, etc. Involved with House, lot, house, etc.


Dec. 1, 1871 - Wt. - H. Kelly, Vice Cons, approved Nov. 23, 1870.

Dec. 1, 1871 - No desire of recommend change of Vice Cons. for Tableta.

Dec. 1, 1871 - Request for travel from Island of Sohuma, Se gap, Idora, etc. Tableta to Taiti. Inquiries incurred in trying to settle & continued interests.

Dec. 1, 1871 - Quarterly reports - Fee paid, $712.60.

Feb. 15, 1872 - Death of Rambam Weeks - July 28, 1871.


Feb. 19, 1872 - Death of John Conley - Jan. 21, 1871.

Feb. 20, 1872 - $163.62 from estate of Saljam in U.S. Treas.

Feb. 20, 1872 - Naval Register.

Mar. 4, 1872 - Estate of J. W. Clark settled & executed.

Mar. 4, 1872 - House at $1,000 in Trust.


Mar. 21, 1872 - Quarterly returns.

Apr. 6, 1872 - Request to purchase fire-proof safe for security.

Apr. 7, 1872 - Salary of $1,000 insufficient to support Consul. Presently of trading not used past 12 yrs - but Consul $8,000 & fees & expenses.
Lorence Altwater to see state unless otherwise indicated.

#20 Apr. 22, 1872 - Receipt of Desp. 16, 17, 18 & 19 + Ciss. 18 & 19 but not 17. Petrel of Robert statue - on 1523 date below. Docs enclosed.

#21 Apr. 24, 1872 - Marriage of W.M. Harvis & Harriet Barber and by Consul.

#22 May 30, 1872 - Receipt of Ciss 20 + Desp. 20 + box of seal, flags, stationery.


#25 June 12, 1872 - Desp. " " " for Fiji June 11.


Cons. Bureau - Sept 16, 1872 - Only 2 marriages reported & those of recent dates.

#27 June 28, 1872 - Receipt of Desp of May 3, copy of Caisl Rel. & 1869

#28 July 1, 1872 - Returns -

#29 July 23, 1872 - Receipt Desp. 22, 23, 24 & Ciss. 21 - Caution at Consulate for Consul to perform marriages - such considered legal by consular authorities.

#52 Perkins - July 30, 1872 to see state - voucher for Roman continuance.

#53 " " " " " " " left Talisk Feb 5, air. New London


#32 Sept 28, 1872 - Receipt of Ciss. 23 & 24 - Wm. Gillard

#33 " " " " " " " Deep. 25 - Darwin Sweet appointed master of

#34 " " " " " " " " " 26 + 27 - Will comply with request of Adam. Sounds for info on clouds, winds, fog! Lemp in Nov-Dec 1872-1873

#35 Sept 30, 1872 - Quarterly accounts - death of Samuel Dunn.

#36 " " " " " " " Form C & short report on trade (commonly)


#38 Nov. 23, 1872 - Receipt of Desp. 30. Passage for Smith & Summit. $45

#39 Dec 2, 1872 - Receipt of Ciss. Mourning for W.H. Sweet observed.
Altwater to see statute unless otherwise indicated.

Dec 2, 1872 - Receipt of Desp. No. 29 - Proceed to perform marriages performed by
consuls & local recognition of same. For years Florida refused
11 perform marriages between strangers & children but will
still do so - will decline to perform marriages in future.
7 by Vander - 8 by Pacheco - 3 by Altwater - in presence of Salem.

Dec 31, 1872 - Quarterly Returns.

Jan 16, 1873 - Receipt Desp. 28 & 32 - Message to C. Y. Schell, Chairman 1871-72
Circ. 25 & dispatch paper. Trans. observations in naval
Observatory.

Jan 23, 1873 - Ten volumes of Cons. Desp. Bound - 64 Desp. from State
94 from Texas. On file in 25 years - No originals for June 1, 1862
to Oct. 1871. Wants to go on record at situation.


Mar 3, 1873 - Request for 3 more leave plus travel time to change of
climate & visit friends.

Mar. 17, 1873 - Receipt Desp. 34, Circ. 30, and Ref. 1871

Mar. 29, 1873 - Rely authorized to act as Vice Consul by Dr. Brit. Mar. 33.

Mar. 31, 1873 - Returns - Death of 2 seamen.

Apr. 28, 1873 - Receipt of Desp. Nos. 35 & 36, Circs. 31, 32, 33 & 34 & 35.

June 30, 1873 - 37 & 38, 36 & 38 - Returns sent.

Sept 1, 1873 - 40 & 41 - Wreck of Elizabeth. Kindall at Earth Island. Capt. & 2 seamen saved & taken in small boat.
Balance of crew expected soon.

Sept 30, 1873 - Returns - Death of one seaman.

Sept 30, 1873 - Trade Report - Form C. (cover only)

Oct 7, 1873 - Request for flags, paper, copy paper. N. E. winter

Oct 31, 1873 - Receipt Desp. 42 - Wishes & delay leave 6 mos. to avoid

Dec 31, 1873 - Quarterly Returns.

" " " Receipt Cire 44, 47 + Vol. 17 of Statutes, Day 39 not.

Jan 31, 1874 - Commercial Info. (Cover only)

" " " Receipt Desp. 43 & Pres. Message. Made children of any
nation on native mutinies return to commanders after 10 years. In 1867, children
were driven to leave islands. Children on merchant vessels
must have spoken Eng. or any native.

Feb 25, 1874 - Receipt of Desp. 44. Cire 49 & 50 - Auditor's report, Maps

Mar 31, 1874 - Quarterly Returns.

Apr. 28, 1874 - Receipt Desp. 45 & Cires 52 & 53 & 54 - Customs Reora 1874

June 1, 1874 - 46 & 47 & Cire. 57.
June 17, 1874 - Receipt Desp. 48 & Cire 58, Desp 39 & Statistics Vol 16
Requests U.S. Navy Register & Post Office Bldg.

June 30, 1874 - Quarterly return -

July 27, 1874 - Receipt Desp. 49, Cire. 56 & Register of Sept. 1874

Aug 28, 1874 - " Circa 59-60 & 62 - Queen Powna plans to abdicate
through French intrigues & entreaty of absent son Elies.
Arizona's favor if he will marry Marau Solomon, half English.
Prince Auyangz - 35 years old - without education or ability end,
so far, has had a life similar to that of the late King
Kunakale of the Saukwaile Islands."

Miss Marau just over 13 - understands English & Tahitian.
Father English face - mother granddaughter of Chief Fatii.
Salmon family opposed to match except present lady was at
first conceived marriage proposal but has since died the day.
5 msrs. from now - For France is more pleasant liqued in
Arizona - than Powna - no political change anticipated.

Sept. 9, 1874 - Marriage of Capt. A.R. Hopkins to Bertha Gooding.

Sept. 10, 1874 - Register of Geo. Francis Train sold to James.

Sept. 21, 1874 - Receipt of Cire. 61 - Wreck of Mogul - burned at sea.
+ Cantara also burned. Courtes of Fr. to senators.

Sept. 30, 1874 - Quarterly reports -

Oct. 12, 1874 - Enoch Talbot condemned & sold - Register and.

Oct. 22, 1874 - Receipt Desp. 50, Cire. 64 & Commercial Rel. of 1875
Vol 16 - Statistics & Com. Rel. 1872 not received.

Dec. 7, 1874 - Seamen committed of house on shore, chased aboard
U.S. vessel by police without identification of council, attitude
protected by Gov. who said vessel in French waters - subject
+ to Fr. laws. Petition on file indicates Dept. agrees w/ French
out but willing to receive fuller explanation from council.

Dec. 9, 1874 - Observation of Transit of Venus short due to clouds.

Dec. 31, 1874 - Receipt of Desp. 51-52 & Register of Dept. of Oct 10 1874

" Quarterly returns - Commercial info on pilots.

" Request for flags & blankets & pans.
Jan 31, 1875 - Marriage of Prince Ariana to Miss Salmon. Jan 28, Queen did not attend. Prince given $10,000 a year. "We may learn that the money is preferable to being Queen of Tahiti!"


Mar. 25, 1875 - Loss of Margaret Cockard - loss of lives.

Mar 31, 1875 - Quarterly Returns - (conversly)

Apr. 17, 1875 - 3 mos. leave requested due to sickness.

Apr. 23, 1875 - Centennial Exhibition Notice published but French expect Tahitians to take the initiative which they will not do. Probably no Tahitian representation.

May 29, 1875 - "Absence requested on account of sickness."

May 31, 1875 - Receipt revised Statutes, forms, blanks - understands French officers may receive duties abroad from ship - end of case.

June 30, 1875 - Quarterly returns - (conversly)

Sept. 6, 1875 - Receipt desp. 58, 59, 60, & 61, 1st & 2nd. Sales arrived by irregular papers. Contended as unseaworthy & seased & foreclosed.

Sept. 8, 1875 - Request for blanks.

Sept. 30, 1875 - Quarterly reports.

Oct. 24, 1875 - Receipt of Canid Rel. 58.

Oct. 30, 1875 - Protection for Americans in Mauaroa. Mrs. Calvapoli in, help in assignments of local agents & these agents also. Mrs. is demanded by Borabora to Americans on lease - Queen prefers shell. No foreign purchase of land allowed. Asked ref. as of agent to receive lands. Needs letter from War. To Queen TEARAPA of Nuku Hiva; King TAHITO of Raratima, Queen TERIANOA of Borabora - already known to oblige. He would be acceptable to them & do good for Queen. Takes under one king. Asks allowance of $500 for travel.

Dec. 22, 1875 - Receipt of Desp. 60.

31, 1875 - Yearly commercial report. Quarterly cost of camps & client to preserve files, pay stock. (Conversary)

Jan 31, 1876 - Receipt Desp. 62 & 63. Env. Nov. 22. John Elghtall on April 7, 1874 received in complete possession of premises. Put notice on land to sell out coconut trees. Island previously inhabited. Some B. &. Company has taken islands in vicinity. "If he can receive US protection if necessary."

Mar. 31, 1876 - Quarterly Returns.

May 1, 1876 - Receipt Desp. 64. Resumes commerce of Borabora Mr. Holton, etc. Population of group 4,900 native 365 European. 12 Amer., principal merchants & cultivators. 3360 acres under Borabora. Needs cash. Do not want interest.
A. Envelope to Sec. State unless otherwise indicated

May 25, 1876 - Request Dept. 65 - Explains purchase of chain & clock.

June 27, 1876 - Request Stationery via S.F. No direct communication.

June 30, 1876 - Quarterly returns - (cover only)

Aug. 31, 1876 - Receipt of stationary & flags - Dept. 67 & Cie No. 4

Sept. 30, 1876 - Quarterly returns - Receipt Dept. 468

Nov. 4, 1876 - Receipt Dept. 69 & Cies of Aug 21 & 22

Nov. 29, 1876 - "Labor in Europe & America", blanks, flage,

Dec. 31, 1876 - Quarterly returns (cover only)

Jan. 8, 1877 - Commercial depot & Consular rates.

Mar. 31, 1877 - Quarterly returns (cover only)

Apr. 30, 1877 - Receipt of notice of app't of Events as Sec. State, Dept. 70 &

June 30, 1877 - Quarterly returns (cover only)

July 31, 1877 - Ask Cie. Mar 22 - Sewer Dept. & Cies 9 & 10

Requests copy of Court Rel. 1875

Sept. 25, 1877 - Ask 71 & Court Rel. In 1876 - Death of Power T.

Sept. 24, 1877 - Ariate proclaimed King - Sept. 24th. Gov. Brunet

March 31, 1877 - 6 years in Tahiti makes living change necessary for health & eternal will take 4 mos.

Sept. 30, 1877 - Request for $2 per. Leave - 6 years in Tahiti makes living change necessary for health & eternal will take 4 mos.

Sept. 30, 1877 - Quarterly returns - (cover only)

Nov. 7, 1877 - Requests duty of the Gov't to seize foreign (burn) merchandise (chased stuff) in transit - T.F. & F. & Co. held at Tahiti in Pond - Govt. does not appear to act.

French Gov. had ordered no food or biscuit reported from Tahiti. Same time needed for

on inland - Attitudes in question being transferred only attorney

on manifest marked for Tahiti. Govt. allows attainment of either emergency

by emergency - Attorneys pointed out to Gov't, their shortage of your

117
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Nov. 27, 1877 - He tonnage tax on vessels entering facilities - Report

on matter marine chaises -

Dec. 26, 1877 - Ask Dept. 72 & 2nd copy of Court Rel. In 1876 - Still waits Court Rel. In 1876.
Dec. 21, 1877 - Quarterly Report (cover only)


Mar. 31, 1878 - Cross Jan 9 + 31, 1878 + Morgan, U.S. Tahl 1877-78

Apr. 5, 1878 - Right of access to proceed from Tahiti to Gambier Dr. Understands protectorate of island royal requested by F.J. Goetz. Releases F.A. sailin attempting to monoply matter of pearl shell trade w/ Tahitians

June 11, 1878 - Understands F.A. sailing from Aqu.,Near Herald of the morning to bring contraband liquor to Tahiti from Solomon, Marshall, Etten & other islands. U.S.S. Samancor to Tahiti June 20

Dec. 13, 1878 - Resumed charge that day on return from leave. Long time in Transit due to not being able to make connections.

Dec. 15, 1878 - Cross Deep 74 + 76 + Cross Aug 21 + Sept 23 + Col. Rel. 75 + 77

Dec. 31, 1878 - Quarterly return ending June 30, 1878. Sept 30, 1878 - Van Nostrand


Apr. 9, 1879 - Crew Cross Oct 5, 78 + Jan 3 + Feb 13, 1879

May 12, 1879 - Cross Deep 76 - Requests blanks, stationery, pens + flags

June 9, 1879 - Cross Cross. Mar. 8

June 25, 1879 - Right to fly arms, flags, vessel, sail, immigration

July 30, 1879 - Quarterly Returns (cover only)

Sept. 1, 1879 - Cross Deep 77 + Cross of May 25 + 29 + June 10

Sept. 13, 1879 - Treaty between Germany & Hesse - Raiatea, Tahaa + Barabara refused similar treaty Queen sanctioned by F.J. Goetz + F.A. Poits - Germany commercial house at Tahiti supervising trade along includes but these & assurances from F.J. Goetz have sorts - another house at Raiatea which is new chief's distribution center to the loss of Tahiti's business. "runners out of current that Germany wants to take possession of islands in the
Actual part - to see state unless otherwise indicated

# 138  Sept 13, 1879 - Gambus des. native vessels calling there before Talits asked to pay enfranchisement duty on goods thereof. British des. F. of Protectorate over Gambus - no F. official stationed there for years but believed to be sending Gov. there soon. Also reply to former query.

# 139  Sept 30, 1879 - Quarterly returns - (cover only)


# 141  Nov 12, 1879 - A. & C. Asst. 18 - have duty on money other than French, brought into Talits. Money of all kinds now here to preferential Seagoing duty or coins unaliens. Copy of letter of Oct 24, 1879.


# 144  Dec 31, 1879 - Returns, Accounts + Court report - (cover only)

# 145  " " - A. & C. Asst. Dec 79 + "Labour in Europe". Permission given to F. vessels to navigate under Protectorate flag now given years ago on payment of $100 per yr. - which is not required of F. or native - J. Aug 1.

# 146  Feb 26, 1880 - A. & C. Asst. Nov 22, Reg. of Dec 1879 + Sep 80 - Bodies, silvering F. silver assumed by Protectorate. Very Gambus + sent Resident + Staff there, presumably due to U.S. German quarters.

# 147  Feb 26, 1880 - Duty of F. money 12½. + duty on imports.

# 148  Mar 31, 1880 - Quarterly returns

# 149  Apr 1, 1880 - Receipt of forms + flags via Sydney.

# 150  Apr 25, 1880 - Demand for F. protection of Raitiante + Tahiti. Antiquity towards this objective given wind of F. vessels. Demand not readily voluntary or part of natives - not good for commerce but denied by F. or to stipulate terms in these native. Macheel + Carson refuse to ask for F. protection - many Americans in attacks due to British belief that under terms of G.B. F. cannot contribute as against independent & no excessive taxes, no restrictions to trade. Very important export duty + no treaties with F. If protectorate accepted, these unfortified Americans entitled to indemnity, suggests U.S. protest against Protectorate force. F. demands nothing for other Protectorate in years of possession. "With the least valuable resources the islands have not abandoned materially to any form, but have always been a source of expense to the home government which has another Tahiti under officials against whom there have always been more complaints than against the native government of the Hawaiian Islands." Opinion of Eugenius in Tahiti that Raitiante letters off independent. Copies of above.

# 151  June 25, 1880 - Cites Feb 18 + May 20 + Sep 81 + 82. Inquiries as to estate of Lewis & C. C. same sent to missionaries.

# 152  June 25, 1880 - Inquiry as to heirs of David Van Houtend.
June 30, 1880 - Quarterly returns.

July 15, 1880 - Annexation of S. L. and dependencies to France (see card).


Aug 14, 1880 - Ask Cies Apr 19 + May 24 - Dept 83 - Report on French Protectorate. Transfer of power to Fr. June 29, 1880 - Royal family personal. Also on Gambier and other islands. Relations, agreements, protests, etc. have applied to seat on 1871 Treaty of 1874 to protect these islands. Relations claims she was misled into asking for Fr. protectorate. Part man of war at Raiters - French policy will not force issues now. "From my experience abroad, the slightest dependence on neutrality cannot be placed in the French officials. Their history among these islands is one series of intrigues, treachery, robbery, jealousy and petty tyranny." Subject of Sikes and constant changes in laws and regulations. No practical progress since advent of Fr. - accord land - in file but not in file. - Alien to file.

Sept 30, 1880 - Quarterly report.

Nov 1, 1880 - Protectorate over Raiters & Tabahe not ratified by Fr., but man of war at Raiters. Law passed Feb 20, 1880. People's treaty guaranteeing island would be upheld.


Dec 31, 1880 - Quarterly report.


Feb 21, 1881 - Teri of duties & taxes (1881 - July 1.

Mar 3, 1881 - Ask Cies. 1879-80. Cies. 1879, reports from Cies. #.

Mar 7, 1881 - Ask Cies. Dec 27 & Jan 7, 1881 - Register of Dept. Kelly's death reported - he should not be listed as Vice Consul - Taitite.

Mar. 15, 1881 - Annexation of Gambier & Kapinga to Fr.

Mar. 31, 1881 - Ask Cies Jan 25 & Cies. 2. Proclamation of law ratifying annexation of Taitite & dependencies to France. Copy of official letter & newspaper article on event of which this says: "Not the least echo of the glorious event in the newspapers, the affair was only known and exploded no enthusiasm even among the French inhabitants." Mar. 24, 1881.

Mar. 31, 1881 - Quarterly reports -

June 30, 1881 - Ask Cies Dec 89, Cies. Mar 78 to Apr 25, Cies. 1881 to 1884.
People not consulted - Petition contains forged signatures before French came. No trouble, business good, property secure, now the reverse + threat of civil war. French not good for commerce. Apparent political arrangement between French + Brits - "but by what right they take all other peoples possessions without their consent is difficult to understand." Copy of demand for protection.

Aug 12, 1881 - Creek Dags. 90 - Case to the 4th & 6th. End of Case Reps. 56


Sept 30, 1881 - Quarterly report. Creek Cases May 1, June 19, July 25. Court Reps. 8 & Cons. Dags. 48 1881

Oct 31, 1881 - Creek Dags 91 - Court Reps. 81. Cases July 23. Aug 13-17. Fee for microcopy verification not over $3.00. Fees for year 1872. 81

Nov 13, 1881 - Request for leave for health. Young to act.

Dec 30, 1881 - Creek Dags. 92, 93, 94 - Creek 90. Bond 90. Young.

Dec 30, 1881 - Request for supplies.

31, 1881 - Returns & Accounts.

Commercial Report - included in Dags.

Jan 3, 1882 - New tariff of duty - pilotage, etc.


Mar 30, 1882 - Creek Dags 95 & 96. Cas. Jan 17. Sanitary reports difficult to obtain - will be sent when any serious change in sanitary condition of colony.

Mar 31, 1882 - Quarterly Reports. Creek Court Reps. 72, 13 - Auditors

May 31, 1882 - Creek Dags 97 & 98. Cas. Jan 17. Sanitary reports difficult to obtain. Will be sent when any serious change in sanitary condition of colony.

June 16, 1882 - Request for leave of absence beginning June 17th to U.S. S.T. Young received as equerry as U.S. 19th and 20th left in charge.

Aug 27, 1882 - From S.F. Arr. Aug 24th Creek Dags. 96, 97, 98, 100, 101. Received in S.F. Returns armed. Received in S.F. Returns of attorneys in their hand in case for corrections. French authorities very particular.

Dec 27, 1882 - Ref. from leave, assume duty as of trial date.
Acted as see estate unless otherwise indicated.

Dec 31, 1882 - Check receipt deep + cates + reports. Returns in squatters.

Mar 29, 1883 - Deep + cates. hours 5. Cruise estate. 5 yr. leave. Before heir can inherit - from Dec 1, 1879.

Mar 31, 1883 - Quarterly Returns.

June 3, 1883 - Deep + cates. Report - no gold or silver coined in Nevada. No gold or silver bullion imported or reported. No silver in circulation. About 500,000 dollars. Frs. imported from France + about same amount exported to E. F. Silver coin in Texas. In circ. about 400,000 Frs. Paper, local issue, about 500,000 Frs.

June 13, 1883 - Receipts from Van Horst and estate forwarded.

Aug 8, 1883 - Thomas Hewes to - certifying to receipt of 17,000 Frs. estate of Van Horst and - as administrator.

June 14, 1883 - Request for flags.

June 30, 1883 - Quarterly returns + deep + cates.

Sept 12, 1883 - Deep + cates. Also, Aus. in re, credit (unidentified).

Oct 10, 1883 - Report on coal supplies + repair facilities. (unidentified)


Nov 30, 1883 - Estate of Van Horst and. Final account.

Feb 7, 1884 - Thomas Hewes - asks receipt of above.

Dec 31, 1883 - Check + documents. Returns + receipts in year now.

Mar 9, 1884 - Check + estate of John Kean - collectable within 20 years. Now known in Taliesin as John or John + documents. Should indicate their other their true names.

May 15, 1884 - Deep cates. No further info on exports. Carrying trade to Europe divided between German + French bottoms. flagship flag vessels (Fr.) in early trade. Steam not used in commerce.

Mar 31, 1884 - Quarterly returns.

May 8, 1884 - Deep + reports - cannot accept leave at present.

June 30, 1884 - Quarterly report.

Sept 1, 1884 - Deep + cates.

Sept 30, 1884 - Quarterly returns.
Nov. 17, 1884 - Ack. Cites. - Duties of office chiefly certifying to stipulated invoices & landing certificates - attended to duties necessary in connection of alcohol & departure of other vessels. 17 weeks last year - 4,815 tons 124 vessels.

Exports: - cotton, 24.0 stalks, tobacco, 130 cases, coffee, 33,000 lbs. - About 5,000,000 worth in total. Although a large amount of rice is exported, the chief crop is cotton. The port is well equipped for business.

Dec. 27, 1884 - Receipt of Cites, etc. - Two bills of sale of Manganaries, from African to two. Capt. Andrew Crawford.

Dec. 31, 1884 - Ack Cites. Quarterly & yearly reports.

Jan. 12, 1885 - Request for leave of absence granted previous year at request of Miss Clara Barton. He was unable to accept them, but they shall be given now. Division 60 days quantity.

Feb. 12, 1885 - Ack Cites. Request for fuel & supplies.

Mar. 30, 1885 - " " - Day 116 - Needs power of attorney from Mr. Harris in Kean estate.

Mar. 31, 1885 - Quarterly returns.

Apr. 11, 1885 - Estate of Chesea, 5 years up. To body so bond must be given that estate will be given back if he shows up. Bailing process.

May 20, 1885 - Ack Deep & Cites.

June 30, 1885 - Ack Cites & results quarterly returns.

July 29, 1885 - Leave of absence granted. In Deep 119 accepted. Correspondence in behalf of Young. Departing next day.

Addres: To London, Paris & American Bank. 150 S.F.

Sept. 25, 1885 - From S.F. Receipt of Deep & Cites - Trans. funds - Chese estate.

Oct. 16, 1885 - From S.F. 2nd draft for Chese estate.

Nov. 21, 1885 - Requests extension of leave to Dec. 31st due to personal affairs & business. 2nd leave in 14 years of service. Leave granted.

Jan. 28, 1886 - Return from leave. Revenue changes as of that date.

Jun. 28, 1886 - Deep Cites & reports - Returns for 2 quarters.


Feb. 19, 1886 - Death of John Fleming. Papers concerning with.
Activating to see status unless otherwise indicated

3. April 30, 1886 - Reply to Dept 124 - No unreported fees received.

4. Oke Deep & Cite - Tails on domestic vessels - Sanitary purposes only - 34 + lighthouse 5% rent & voyage - Seamans wages $2.5 per mo.

6. Sept. 14, 1886 - French fleet in harbor for 6 mos. - Understand the shortage of G G F.'s - Treaty of 1847 respecting island of Labrador & islands before assuming protection of these or annexing them - Probably better long time Fr. intrigue.

7. Sept. 30, 1886 - Quarterly returns.

Tahiti #565 T-26 R 8

1. Jan. 14, 1887 - Leave due to continued illness that day for S.S. Mr. Young in charge - (Treaty): Has this man been granted a leave? (see medical certificate - Intermittent fever accompanied by hyperpyrexia of the liver & jaundice and continuing - cannot remain in tropical climate longer without danger to health.)

3. April 2, 1887 - From S.F. hearing that day for Tahiti.
4. May 1, 1887 - Oke Deep 129 + 130 - Cites & Reports - Received charge this.
5. May 31, 1887 - Change of flag for flooring & enable vessel to be carried under Fr. flag & whenever the same.

7. July 8, 1887 - Request for transfer to Consulate-Towable organization. Recommend appointment of Tahiti nearly 15 years as Consul at Tahiti - Humorous from it's time. 9 years, contracted in Tahiti must leave Tahiti. Covers info for successor. Sealing vessels leave of S.S. Tahiti 120 at each month.

8. Average passage 30 days. Cost $50.

10. Letter from cost $50,000 over this price.
   11. House of numerous representatives - concludes - money in circulation definite price & transfer to drafts on F.

   "Society Limited - Please reserve some" (see card)

   House on rue de Commerce & Rue de la Paix -
Sept 30, 1887 - Ask Cries - Quarterly returns -

Nov 7, 1887 - " " Return of exports to U.S. for year. (cassady)

Nov 9, 1887 - Ask to place N.C. in charge of successor not already

Dec 3, 1887 - Ask Cries & sends returns -


Feb 10, 1888 - Dotty from Wash. D.C. Receipt of fired rust.

Feb 29, 1888 - Dotty from Wash. D.C. Dept 1st post Mar. 1st.

"City of Para" from N.Y.

May 14, 1888 - Ask Deep 132 & Cries - Consulate in charge of

May 11, 1888 - Dotty from Tality - Arr. May 6th. Permission to act

May 1st - Young to see State. - New Consul not yet arrived.

May 4th - Young to see State. - No knowledge of Albert Harvey in Tality.

June 15, 1888 - Dotty - Statement of archives. Furniture in bad con-

June 30, 1888 - Dotty - Quarterly returns.


Aug 20, 1888 - " New tariff not passed by Council General of

"Note: to see state unless otherwise indicated."
Duty to see state unless otherwise indicated

Aug 10, 1888 - Demise of Alexander G. Branch as U. C. Vice Young.
May of last year transferred here. Taliti - local influence of authorities. Haven't seen any of them. Mr. Young has been ill. Mr. Young has been in office 7 years for a mere favor. He asked a disastrous experience of this at Honolulu. Tell Mr. Young we cannot approve this change. Will return letters better reasons are given. 26 Sept.


Nov 10, 1888 - Ask Deep #4. Preparing history of Fessel Island. Converter to be sent to next mail.

Dec 31, 1888 - Ask cases - Send quarterly returns.

Jan 3, 1889 - Ask Deep #5. Impossible to buy suitable furniture. ASK for desk, table, bookcase & 2 desk chairs. Send plans. Also need new coat of arms - present one old & needs painting which cannot be done here in papers. Dept. approved sending coat of arms but delayed furnishing & next fiscal year.

Jan 5, 1889 - Ask Deep #7. Requests Dept. will not cancel in Branch nomination. (See card)

Jan 10, 1889 - Estate of Mrs. Fattini Sweet. Husband asks assistance from Council. First noted Mrs. Sweet made an appeal. All Council can do is extend good offices.

Mar 1, 1889 - USS Trenton arr. Feb 22. Quarantined 5 days due to yellow fever cases abroad. From Paulino - Left for Santa Ana 1.

Mar 31, 1889 - Quarterly returns.

Apr 13, 1889 - French Protectorate over Rimafora & Roulin (?)
May 20, 1889 - Young - Dotty an immature young man without knowledge of French even - wishes to resign in any way - the copy of draft of Aug 5, 1889 - used, much material not sent in original letter.

May 21, 1889 - Young - Dotty assured Young he had informed Gov. of his departure but Gov. declares this and sores Dotty for want of courtesy - not fitted for job - not sorry he helped. Promised all help to Young.

June 14, 1889 - Young - Ask Dept. 4, 10, 16 very atten. back in Tahiti - Dotty had furnished Consular documents about land to participant in delegation against Attivato. Young found supplied Attivato with documents needed in case - house prejudiced to U.S. interests. If he had seen in case originally would have refused papers & attiva. - but as Dotty had given out some documents only fail to file attiva. documents furnish.

June 14, 1889 - Young - Transcribe Attivato's statement on i.e. estate.

June 13, 1889 - Attivato to Young - Explains Seward conveyance over property at Tahiti to Tahiti, sold at direction of Dotty for $18,787.98 which Fr. now claims as they pretend Tahiti is French.

June 15, 1889 - Attivato to see State - land on which garnishee stands - opposition wants to prove land given to Seward, by Salas - suggests Dotty helpful as he wanted to many deals of protectorate.

Aug. 1, 1889 - Suggest Consular Agency at Marquesas.

Washington.

Aug 19, 1889 - Request again for desk, table, bookcase & 1/2 leg chairs.

Aug 26, 1889 - Concerning Consular house - States house built by Alex Salmon & bought from him in 1861 - needs repairs - damaged by March hurricane. Has spent $250 repairing fences & building needs $5,000 to put it in good repairs - requested funds.

Aug 26, 1889 - from Wash. - Request for books - [Delivered to Cons. Sept. 2]

Sept 13, 1889 - from Wash. - Nomination of Drake as V.C.

Sept 23, 1889 - Cannot work with Young. As Govt is retaining Dotty in office, requests he be allowed an assistant of his own choice.


Nov 13, 1889 - Bond of Drake - appt. approved by local Govt.

Nov. 14, 1889 - Draft for furniture $120,00...

Dec. 31, 1889 - Receipts & returns.

Mar 2, 1890 - Young should receive 1/2 salary for Aug 14 to Oct 31.

Mar. 15, 1890 - Loss of Carrie Haywood - Creek went to S.F.

Mar. 31, 1890 - Reports & Returns.
#27 May 1, 1890 - Request for flags & stationery.
#28 May 5, 1890 - Resignation of Brandle - going to Tucumcari.
#29 May 25, 1890 - nomination of John Hart as U.S. B. London but not of U.S.
25 years in Tucumcari, merchant, planter, shipowner.
#30 June 20, 1890 - Claims of Geo. W. Manning against Fr. for damage to
property at Racetoe. Trans. reported subject (not in file).
#31 June 30, 1890 - Credits & returns.
#32 July 6, 1890 - Ask Dep't #17 - Arr. War. June 30 - granted 60 days leave
#33 July 15, 1890 - Ask Dep't #16 - On account of Tahiti, got leave of 15 days to
pay off debts contracted by Capt. John Chalmers & for
travel to Tahiti - Complicated financial arrangements w/ Hallan.
#34 Sept 30, 1890 - Credits & returns - Heat's bond - receipt of supplies.
#35 Oct 15, 1890 - Leave for 1 mos. w/ permission to visit U.S. requested -
need to settle business affairs.
#36 Dec 13, 1890 - Reports of subjugation of Society Islands false. All islands
except Ponape, independently although data experts maintain relies
with zoning see advantageous for Fr. protectorate.
#37 Dec 31, 1890 - Credits & returns.
#38 Jan 20, 1891 - Debit to imports - no export duties.
#40 Apr. 11, 1891 - Heat - credits & returns.
#41 May 12, 1891 - " - Ask Cates. - Dept. 22 - Sterling of Courtney Ford
#42 June 12, 1891 - " - Death of Ponape - June 12. End of Ponape Dynasty.
June 13, 1891 - from P.V. - 1 mos. extension of leave from June 14th/and
private business of a very unfortunate nature.
#43 July 12, 1891 - Heat - Wreck of Vanderbilt - Crew & cargo saved.
French decree sending British subjects to U.S. apparently
no claim to jurisdiction over wrecked ship.
#44 July 12, 1891 - Heat - Requests flags & stationery.
#45 Aug 13, 1891 - " - Register of Vanderbilt & relief vouchers.
Aug 14, 1891 - Halt - Proctor by Capt. Poulsen - Galilee of extra expenses.
Aug 31, 1891 - Reports return to Talitha - Remains duties Sept 1st.
Sept 20, 1891 - Register of Henry due to change of flag.
30, 1891 - Returns.
Oct 1, 1891 - Island of Nassau sold Sept 17, 1891 by John Elbridge to John Moore of Africa - 5000 from Nassau and 5000 more.
Aug 1873 - Certificate to that effect by attache - "right to neutrality."
Feb 7, 1874 -
Nov 12, 1891 - Valery condemned & sold at Talitha - Crew to S.F.
Dec 31, 1891 - Returns.
Jan 5, 1892 - Draft 301.55 in necessary repairs to consulanta - Property new worth $2,000 & house $2,000. Already spent $2000 of our funds & repairs - go order spent $60.
Jan 18, 1892 - Ask Dep. 25 - Fugues not yet available.
Feb 13, 1892 - " 26 - Estate of E. W. Money held in trust - E. W. Money, by Court - Action in brought E. W. Money claim - Dotty gave him deal on another which was patented & then joined by friends.
Mar 31, 1892 - Accts & returns.
Apr 12, 1892 - U.S. flag on Daily purchased by U.S. cat. name changed to TENTANI - Capt. E. Piltz.
Apr 15, 1892 - Council appeal Commission of Superior Court of S.F. to take testimony on E. W. Money estate - Testimony taken & forwarded to S.F. w/ expenses.
May 12, 1892 - Death of Mrs. Lucy M. Fowler new admin. arrived at Talitha - Papers & cards deposited at consulata - of Nebraska.
May 28, 1892 - Request for supplies.
June 5, 1892 - Register of Nassau - change of flag.
June 10, 1892 - Transmission of Mrs. O. C. A. of Columbia Exhibition to her. Reply of Gov. that Talitha would not send delegate to agency.
June 30, 1892 - Trade Report for 1891 - (not in file)
June 30, 1892 - Accts & Returns.
Aug 13, 1892 - Leaving Talitha Aug 13 - Wait in change - Private affairs of serious nature necessary departure without permission will explain or arrive in Washington. [Dept. agreed to wait for explanation]
July 10, 1893 - Expenses

Sept 1, 1893 - Trade Report for 1893 - (copy only)

Sept 10, 1893 - Request for stationery & flags

Sept 30, 1893 - Assets & Returns

Oct 2, 1893 - Contingent expense, asset. Duplicate sent.

Dec 31, 1893 - Assets & Returns

Mar 31, 1894 - Returns

June 1, 1894 - Communication, see copy, forwarded

June 30, 1894 - Assets & Returns

July 3, 1894 - Closing of 7th Day Adventist School. Dir. Rev. A. S. Read article

June 26, 1894 - School established 2 years ago, principally schoolizing

Oct 1, 1894 - Children in need of assistance

Dec 1, 1894 - Claim against City of Turlock. Loan of Sept. 1894

Dec 16, 1894 - Sale of 1/2 interest in Caneville, of Lamonba, Iowa

Jan 2, 1895 - Recommends Canadian Agency at Turlock in Marquesas.

Jan 7, 1895 - Recommends of Kennedy as Cons. Agent, Marquesas

[Redacted text]

Feb 20, 1895 - Recl Deep $2.99 - Protest of Atlee re double about fees for authenticating signatures. Fee raised to 25 from 20.50 in Dec. 1892 as they are charged in Morse, Sydney, elsewhere. No other protest. This an irregular fee - require permission to continue it.

Feb 21, 1895 - Heard regr re ownership of vessels. 1/2 French ownership. 1/2 French regr. To trade among islands. Also, French must take in 5 more partners. Frenchman protected. Reprt sent to France.

Mar. 21, 1895 - Agreement.

Apr. 1, 1895 - Letter to Sue. Agg. He was not received yet.

Apr. 2, 1895 - Letter to Sue. Agg. He was not received yet.


Apr. 18, 1895 - Trade report in 1894. (censor only)

Apr. 19, 1895 - Report on lines of commerce in Cons. Dist. (censor only)

May 11, 1895 - Difficulty of Adventist reorganization. Mormons - local authorities claim they are not recognized and must obtain permission from the United States. Letters applied for regr.

June 10, 1895 - Test of decree prohibiting establishment of colony of religious congregations or communities not recognized. Meaning of law for Adventists and Mormons. Letter has arrived. Letters to be distributed until received received. Copies of copy.

July 15, 1895 - Fee for authenticating signatures. Reply to Deep $2.49.


Sept 13, 1895 - Ask Deep 46 - Re which proceeding to note in file. Do not instruct them. The Mormon nation is related to the civil law of marriage and other laws. No other letter is to be sent. The reason is that the American citizens are for the defense of their wives' rights and lawful rights. Letter dated. (censors) Arranged for new of 2nd and 3rd rights of aliens. Mormons until results of application for such received. Meanwhile native women places not available.
Oct. 16, 1895 - Ask Deep 47 - Before govt. leases reached insane Picoth's complaint against harsh treatment received by Deep - have not praticed + familiar principles of morality & right living.


May 1888 - The political annals of Rabaula. French - inhabitants prepared to resist. French efforts to placate rebels futile. Fr. math. forces of 100 on island rebelled. Advised peace. To seek Fr. protection in fighting occurs. Copy of letter from govt.


Jan. 4, 1896 - Ask Deep 50 - W. cotton seed items to Chamber of Agri.

Jan. 14, 1896 - Affairs at Rabaula. But flag raised by natives 5 killed. NEW - To deep. This con at rear of adm. of island. To which land was borrowed - natives required him in 2 guns. Fr. instead telling of demobilisation. Leaving for Tahiti flag handed down by natives - native resistance to Fr. authority. Command Simon - transport "Ault". But, recognition of authority in islands confirmed. Fr troops protect Eala or Fr. on Rabaula.

Mar. 2, 1896 - Notice amended due to increase in civilian coins.

Confidential - Apr. 10, 1896 - Applies again for C. G. O. - understands analytical test to cover your 5 yr. Nat. knowledge of Poly. lang. Instructed service deserving to make a career. Reas instructed to increase knowledge of values of service. Note on letter from W. M. W. Rockwell to W. W.入口处 is no stale telling him to apply - state his application will go to Fr. with attached written time & full part coins.


Apr. 6, 1896 - W. M. Ellickson to U.S. Cons. - address of death of brother.


Oct. 15, 1896 (Wash. D.C.) Requests for repairs to Consular property. $100 for new canvas nose tent, repair to 2 screens, windows & door frame. $300 new coat of paint in port. 20 yds. of rice last painted.
Dec 8. 1896 - Arr. on post Dec. 7 - received change - Commandly Half.


Dec 31. 1896 - Gov. of Tautili went by French Fr. to use force against rebels in Rastasia - Tahaa. Command ordered to address frequency - twice special & property to security in Uturua - Capt. of V.C. Capt. to Mustangs. Expedition delayed in arrival of Fr. Frigate.

Jan 11. 1897 - Exp. against Rastasia left Papeete Dec. 26th. Forces met some casualties. Rebels flee to mountains.now surrounded by Fr. flotilla. An sells at Uturua. A French vessel burned by French as powder & rebel uniforms found in them.

Jan 18. 1897 - Ordered to opening municipal water take. Began by Dept. T. T. with ice house winter season not subject to paying in St. Dept. not concerned.

Jan 27. 1897 - Joseph Johnson - Half cent son of deceased man. 5th Fort of St. Bregante. Being reported to N. C. to be on slippery. French dignity. N. C. requests help to be given. 5th Fort of St. Bregante. 5th Fort of St. Bregante.

Feb 6. 1897 - schooner McKinley, Capt. Geo. H. Hobbs given permission to lay at ams. F. Hobbs former Capt. of Saludor. Hobbs personal. F. Scholte, changed name, French part of cargo of Saludor, which he could not have in it. 5th Fort of St. Bregante. 5th Fort of St. Bregante.

Feb 25. 1897 - End of rebellion at Rastasia - rebel leaders to homes. 5th Fort of St. Bregante. 5th Fort of St. Bregante.


Jan 19. 1897 - Mailing to Cons. from Rastasia explaining case.

Jan 29. 1897 - Mailing to Gov. presenting Mailing's case.

Feb 24. 1897 - Mailing to Gov. presenting Mailing's case.

Feb 27. 1897 - Mailing to Gov. Mailing's claim being investigated.


Mar 24. 1897 - Mailing to Gov. presenting claim.

Apr. 1. 1897 - Mailing to Gov. presenting claim.

Apr. 5. 1897 - $101.32 expended on repairs & painting completed. Revere grade since damaged roof which must be reestablished. Mailing.

Apr. 18. 1897 - Gov. has designated Judge of Superior Court to investigate.

Apr. 7. 1891 - Gov. to Duty advising arrest of pull & judge.
June 10, 1897 - Investigation of claims not complete.
June 10, 1897 - Env. issued & certificates for Chinese going to China via S.F. Dept. noted, it should have been given full particulars.

July 3, 1897 - Claim of Geo. Manning withdrawn by Consul in accord-

July 5, 1897 - Claim of Jacob Gutfkin - also withdrawn.

July 6, 1897 - Complaint by Richard M. Ayerden against notices of
RIMATARA College by Consul. P. apply naval inquiry. Ayerden

Aug 27, 1897 - "General Council" voted subsidy & SF-Taliti 55 lines.
S.S. Hume did not answer - Petitioners Kennedy & Frith

Aug 27, 1897 - 4 men signed aboard Italian ship Cavallari at Seattle
not seen again but kept aboard by boating by the manager - Consul

Sept 30, 1897 - New roof to consulate - $126.34 allowed.

Oct 1, 1897 - Claim - Talita-Tahaa claims - Manning - Gutfkin claims,

Nov. 14, 1897 - 35 service SF-Taliti (Kennedy & Frith) abandoned
by missionaries cannot carry out contract.

Nov. 30, 1897 - Ownership of Conchey Islands - Power to U.S. 1839-

Dec. 5, 1898 - Requests 60-day leave w/ visit to U.S. for business in
Washington - Approved.


Mar. 5, 1898 - No trace of Isaac M. Beach at Taliti.

Mar. 7, 1898 - No further action in Taliti-Tahaa Gutfkin claim - Recommended
settlement in Paris.

Apr. 23, 1898 - Hearing Apr. 24 for U.S. Vice Consul went in charge.
May 14, 1898 - John Neal to Dept., duty sailed Apr. 24 - Neal

June 10, 1897 - Consul notified.
July 5, 1897 - Claim also withdrawn.
July 6, 1897 - Notice of notices of RIMATARA College by Consul.
P. apply naval inquiry. Ayerden

Aug 27, 1897 - "General Council" voted subsidy & SF-Taliti 55 lines.
S.S. Hume did not answer - Petitioners Kennedy & Frith

Aug 27, 1897 - 4 men signed aboard Italian ship Cavallari at Seattle
not seen again but kept aboard by boating by the manager - Consul

Sept 30, 1897 - New roof to consulate - $126.34 allowed.

Oct 1, 1897 - Claim - Talita-Tahaa claims - Manning - Gutfkin claims,

Nov. 14, 1897 - 35 service SF-Taliti (Kennedy & Frith) abandoned
by missionaries cannot carry out contract.

Nov. 30, 1897 - Ownership of Conchey Islands - Power to U.S. 1839-

Dec. 5, 1898 - Requests 60-day leave w/ visit to U.S. for business in
Washington - Approved.


Mar. 5, 1898 - No trace of Isaac M. Beach at Taliti.

Mar. 7, 1898 - No further action in Taliti-Tahaa Gutfkin claim - Recommended
settlement in Paris.

Apr. 23, 1898 - Hearing Apr. 24 for U.S. Vice Consul went in charge.
May 14, 1898 - John Neal to Dept., duty sailed Apr. 24 - Neal...
Grape to see State unless otherwise indicated

May 31, 1898 - From Honolulu, 27th To U.S. June 10th in Paris
will not be able to receive a letter written by next competent

July 30, 1898 - From S.F. to Honolulu June 29th, delayed 2 weeks in Honolulu 30 days Additional leave plus 60 days Encouragement in Honolulu 30 days necessary to make a trip in Pacific

July 8, 1898 - From S.F. I miss communication from W.W. Christian to see State to understand his views - [read again]

August 30, 1898 - From Washington, D.C. 60 days additional leave plus 60 days

October 31, 1898 - From Washington, D.C. 30 days more leave

November 25, 1898 - Leave for Jan 1, 1899

December 14, 1898 - John Halt to see State from Tahiti Request approval for registration of John Ralph Halt & Samuel Max in Poland as a U.S. citizen, All English speaking people must be able to prove nationality

January 2, 1899 - From Washington, D.C. 15 days more leave

February 14, 1899 - Halt to the United States no remittance to U.S. shipping lines French line via Sydney contemplated Tahiti to favor St. Kitts. Some anti-American tax on non-French ships - proposal - much Tahiti US trade in ship would be injured by such tax

February 24, 1899 - Arr. at port Feb 14th resumed charge of U.S. S.S. Arizona

July 31, 1898 - Arr. at U.S.S. Arizona (?) Capt. B. I. Millet USN from Valparaiso July 26th to Quito Aug 1st

October 7, 1898 - U.S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross Capt. S.F. Noyes with Dr. A. Agassiz at expedition arr Sept 28th from Marquesas for purposes of scientific collection sailed Oct 4th for Tuamotu to explore coral reefs

October 13, 1898 - Amer. Store Louis in Atiu in Marquesas report from master

October 18, 1898 - Leave for Haliotis to U.S. Oct 15th

January 6, 1899 - Storm damage to Atiu Paddle foundations made 6 inches w.c. additional damages made needs repair - permission cont. $59.50 approved

January 26, 1899 - Death of Halt [see card]

February 23, 1900 - nomination of Ducournou as U.C. [see card]
Register of Cases from State to Sec. & Islands.

1835

9-3  Jan. 19, 1835  Notification of Appt.

9-34  1835  Mar. 25  Circ. of new forms for returns.

9-76  Nov. 3  Circ. in re: accounts.


9-144  Sept. 26  To Treas. - Register of Halecyon.


9-155  Oct. 7  To David S. Hill, N.Y. - Halecyon does not obey Dept.

9-160  21  To Treas. - Register of Telegraph.

9-169  To John O'Brien, S.R. - Papers on Telegraph.

9-164  Nov. 21  Circ. in re: Deed of land to commercial reg of foreign country.


9-213  July 1  Desp. 4 Nov. 24 rec'd - unnumbered - atty called to Dept 15, Chap 4, Gen. Jesty.


9-224  July 28  To Blackler - notified of Blackler's Appt.

9-232  Oct. 2  Desp. #9 rec'd.

Blackler unless otherwise indicated.


9-247  Nov. 7  To McLachaln - Desp. #11 rec'd. Accounts.

9-250  Nov. 29  At Marblehead - Bond needs another signature.

9-251  Dec. 1  Cise. in re: flag. seal & names of U.S.

9-253  Dec. 12  To Folger, Kentuckeat - Ex tinct of report an loss of Reper of Kentuckeat.

9-253  Dec. 12  To A. Woodward, N.Y. - No info. on son Thos A. Woodward.

9-256  Dec. 10  To Mr. Woodbury - See Treas. Blackler Bond.

9-256  Dec. 10  Bond approved & sent to Treas.

9-260  1838  Jan. 1  To McLachaln - Desp. 10, 11, 12, 13 rec'd. Publication of news of coast whales.
Regist of Core - Society Islands.

To Blackshear unless otherwise indicated.

1838

- July 2 - To incumbent - Deep. 14, 15, 16, 17, encl. read.

1839

- Jan 1 - Deep. 17, 18 from Mr. read. & letter of 5 Aug. not numbered.
- Apr. 1 - 20 from Mr. read & Aug. 10 & 25 from B. 419 not read.

1840

- Jan 2 - 4 of 17 Mar. & 2 of 14 Apr. recd. Attent called to irregularity of numbering of letters.

1841

- Apr. 1 - Letters 13, 14, 15 & 16 read.

1842

- Sept. 22 - To U.S. Dist. Att'y - Papers on Nequelt.

1843

- Jan 2 - Letters 41 & 45 read - Papers of Raymond forwarded N.Y.
- Apr. 1 - 46 & 47 read.
- July 1 - 49 & 52 read. 48 not read. Duplicates requested.
- Oct. 2 - 53 & Deep. 47 read.

1844

- Jan 13 - 54 & 56 read.
- Apr. 4 - To Letters nine. 56, Aug. 4, 1843 sent to N.E. Dwight. Issue. seaman.

1845

- Jan 22 - Letters through 60 read. Except 40 & 47.

1858

- To Geo. R. Chapman. Ordered Ladd app't. To deliver enclosure to him.
1845 - May 20 - To H. - Surgeon for Convicts to give medical aid & assistance & change boats.

1845 - Sept 29 - To H. - Delay in going to port?

1845 - Oct 17 - Resignation accepted.

1845 - May 12 - To Horace Hawes - notification of appointment.

1845 - To Q.R. Chapman - Deliver archives to Hawes.

1845 - To J. T. Adams, Collector, N. Bedford - Deliver boxes formerly held by Hawes.

1845 - May 3 - To Hawes - Delay in Sept. & Sept 1, approved Bond.

1845 - To Treasurer Hawes Bond.

1845 - June 10 - Due to this, June 7th - Remarks on Expedition.

1845 - Dec 4 - Receipt of Desp. 10 from Acting Consul Gould.

1845 - Apr. 10 - To James Thompson - Receipt of his letter of 1st. letter from Hawes. Have examination for Hawes sent to Paris. Application for Hawes for Commissioner Hawaii will be considered in case of vacancy.

1845 - July 11 - To Daniel Graham - Register of Factor, Henry Hiram.

1845 - May 15 - To 5th Auditor - Wm. H. Kelly recognized by Dept. as Acting U.S. Consul.

1850 - Jan. 29 - Requesting info on Bernard Crooks of N.Y.

1850 - Aug 1 - To Ramsey Crooks - letter from Hawes in re: B. Crooks.

1851 - Jan 9 - To Wm. H. Kelly - notified of appointment as Consul.

1851 - Feb. 5 - To Treasurer - Regards of Margaret.

1851 - Dec 4 - To Sec. Treasurer - Papers of J. B. Gage owned by alien.

1852 - Apr. 1 - To Treasurer - Papers of J. B. Gage.

1852 - June 4 - To Treasurer - Bond of Kelly.

1854 - Jan 11 - To Edward Taggart, N.Y. - Death of John Donnelly.

1854 - Feb. 11 - To Eliza Taber, Fair Haven, Mass. - Death of husband.

1854 - June 22 - To Cong. T. D. Elliott - Estimate of Samuel H. Taber - $94.88
Register of Cases - S. Ind. Islands.

To William H. Kelley unless otherwise indicated -

20.37 1854 - Sept. 20 - Deep through #7 Reid, except #4 1/2. Inily request no complaints about case of John Talbot - claims colored of action approved. Remarks relative to written engagements between steamers Capt. of Whaler vessels & ladies of consorts. Tolled money sent to ships, Fairfield - 12 m's leave of absence granted.

20.73 " Nov. 17 - To Trea. Register of Callao.

20.132 1855 - Feb. 23 - J.C. Dobson - Position of islands in Tasmanias, made by E.S. Ship, Hydrographer.

20.334 1856 - June 11 - Mr. James Battarby - Claims by Kelley of Emma Parker. To receive crew of July 9th. $200.

20.351 " July 3 - Draft paid $73.30 disallowed.


20.547 " Sept. 29 - To Henry Owners - Commission and Executive receipt to Gov. of Tahiti.

27.611 1858 - Mar. 19 - To Murray Mc Cannell - W.W. Manning appointed Vice Consul from 1.1856 - letter of date to Apr. 30, 1857.


27.62 " Mar. 20 - To Port Master, Panama, W.H. owners for his F.H.

27.72 " Apr. 12 - To Whelelock Haskell - Paper above forwarded.

27.119 " July 5 - To Henry Owners - Resolution of Senate - June 14, 1858 referring to confirm visa. Directed him to close Consulate -

27.120 " July 7 - To Murray Mc Cannell - advising owners to close Consulate & instruct to close Consulate - issues archive.

27.146 " July 24 - To see Henry - Execution of owners - Jan. 13, 1858 on naval vessels once a year to Tahiti.

27.161 " Aug. 25 - To see Henry - Chart of Pamanos. Island by currying any navy funds for payment.

27.188 " Oct. 5 - To W. Cadell - Owners' State of salinity & entry on duty.

27.198 " Oct. 5 - To W. McCullough - Owners' State of salinity & entry on duty. (Header not given)
27-206 - 1858 - Oct 28 - To W. Medill - Payment to owner - [no dates]
27-250 - " Dec 22 - To Charles Turner - End. consular commission.
27-264 - 1859 - Jan 29 - To Haskell Wheelock - Asking if Bill of Exchange from
Wm. H. Kelley, late Consul Tahiti, for $40. of James Wheelock
for $146. 18. 9 has been honored.
27-264 - " Jan 30 - To W. McClure - Desp. from owner about papers left
in Tahiti 3 mos. at Govt. expense.

(cont. p. 406 - not on film.)
Register of official letters from Cons. File - Taluti

#1
Seward - Cie #15 - Reel. Oct 22, 1862

#2

#3

#4
De Karmal Cons. of Zhoukhdin - Reel Oct 5th - sending 4th &
destitute woman to consul alone.

#5

#6
" " " 23 " " " " " " " " " " " 3 Jan 1863

#7
Treas. Jan 3, 1863 - June 13 - Abolition of slavery from
Underwood - Mar 2, 1863 " " " - Cie on exchange.

#8
Seward - Feb 8, 1863 " " " - Cie - Honolulu law
Underwood - May 2, 1863 " " " - Salary to be paid in gold.

#9
W. Sprigbee Jones - Dec 31, 1862 - " " Reliefs of American
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Regents of Cores - Sec. Isolands.

To: Joseph Vander unless otherwise indicated

41-17 1865 - Aug 12 - To See Navy - Transmits Deps. 47 from Talitii.

41-19 " Aug 12 - Ask Deps. 47.

41-56 " Sept 29 - 8 - To thank Pomare for sympathy on loss of President.

41-57 " Sept 29 - Ask. Deps. 9, 10 + 11. Dated July 5, 1865. Etc. 48 end.

41-274 1866 - June 27 - Ask Deps. 6 - Stationary ste. sent. - Read. Talitii Nov 26, 1867.

41-296 " July 24 - To See Navy - Transmits Chart of Society Islands.

41-350 " Sept 6 - Ask. Deps. 7 of May 6, 1866.


41-416 " Oct 9 - Ask. Deps. 8, 9, 10 - Sends blank forms & copies of flags, + stationary ste. sent June 27. - Read. Talitii Nov 26, 1867.


41-547 " Dec 19 - Ask. Deps. 11 - chart of 15 miles to see trees & hays.

41-548 " Dec 19 - Approval of charter of vessel to beamend & etc. to protect army inbound there. - $ 300.


41-550 " Dec 19 - To See Navy - Same as above.


45-207 " June 6 - Ask. Deps. 3-6 - Stationary + flags sent. - 9 Aug. 67.

15-358 " July 5 - Deep of Apr. 1867 not numbered. Referred to Trent.

15-360 " July 5 - To See Trees - above chart.


5-540 " Sept 30 - To See Navy - Trans. 41 - account of arrival of USS Tuscana.


47-91 “ - Changes by Capt. Stanley against Vander. - Feb 13, 1868.

17-198 1868 - Feb 19 - Ask. Deps. 82 + 16 - Forms sent.

17-281 " Apr 17 - " 64, 8, 3, 84.
To Joseph Vander unless otherwise indicated

47-282 1868 - Apr. 20 - To Postmaster Gen. Postal Affairs - S.D. Leland
47-304 " May 4 - Deep. 85 - 87 recd.
47-446 " July 20 - " 88 recd.
47-515 " Aug 24 - To F.A. Perkins - Leave granted 60 days
53-411 " Nov 17 - To Sec. Navy - Light at Point Venus
53-422 " " " To See Trees " " "
53-533 " Dec 5 - Deep. 92 - 95 recd.
53-211 " Feb 19 - To 5th Auditor - Post compensation for Vander
53-223 " Feb 24 - " " Compensation for Perkins
53-416 " July 13 - To F.A. Perkins - Deep 6 - 10 read. 9-10 interesting
53-531 1869 - Oct 8 - To 5th Auditor - He compensation for Perkins in Caisso
60 days en route to port
53-537 " Oct 12 - Deep 13 - 17 recd. he sends to purchase house Deep. 16 -
53-543 " Oct 14 - To 5th Auditor - Perkins compensation Dec 16, 1868 on
Deduct sum overpaid Mr. Vander from transit home recd.
53-546 " Oct 15 - To 5th Auditor - Vander not to be compensated while
awaiting transit home but allowed actual transit time
7-164 1870 - Feb 7 - To See Trees - Perkins suspected of fraud in seaman's
assets - Draft to be paid & asset searched pending examination
7-320 " May 3 - Deep 18 - 22 recd.
7-419 " June 18 - 6% was. leave granted - Dust to Navy Sec. Council
7-432 " June 22 - Judged to comply W Deep. of June 10, 1870 to
U.S. Consul Honolulu on extra wages to seaman discharged
from whaleman.

State Dept. Register of Correspondence - 1870-1896 - Register of
Consular Communications Dept - M-17 - B-33 - 44
7-449 1870 - July 11 - Dorrance Altwater - Appr. circulars
57-548 " Aug 4 - To Perkins - In re. Property of T.W. Clark in Taliesin
57-694 " Aug 23 - " " Estate of Horace I. Streeter - report requested
To F. A. Perkins unless otherwise indicated

1870 - Oct 13 - Ack. 25 + 26

Nov. 23 - To W. H. Hall - Application as Vice Cons. approved - Ack. Draft - Bond and.

1871 - Apr. 28 - Ack. 28 + 32

Apr. 29 - Ack. 31 - refer to Harms - proceedings approved

May 19 - Ack. 33 - Ack. to Art. 2 Cons. Req.

May 29 - Ack. 29. 31. 34

June 30 - To D. Atwater - Ack. return of June 29 - Bond and

July 17 - Ack. 37

Aug 17 - Deliver archives to Atwater

Sept 5 - Request for duplicate copies of vouchers for clothing in consulate's service

Sept 5 - Ack. 38 + 39

Oct. 4 - Ack. 40 + 41 - Register of Flying Jant 5 hear.

Nov. 6 - Ack. 42 + 43

Dec 7 - Ack. 44

Dec 16 - Ack. Estate of T. W. Clark

1872 - Jan. 11 - Ack. 15 - To Atwater - Circos requested sent. Ack. # 7

12 - Ack. 16 - Ack. 5-6-8 Deed press. Flag sent

15 - Ack. 17 - Ack. 9 - Separates from island of Johanna approved.

Feb. 12 - Ack. 18 - To Atwater - Estate of Horace F. Steeles

To Novena Actuators unless otherwise indicated

Feb 29 - Ack. 19

Mar. 19 - Draft for relief of seaman to be made on state

May 3 - Ack. 11-15 - Docs sent requested in 15

May 31 - Ack. 17

June 1 - 23 - Ack. 18-21 - Authorized purchase of proof of safety - Congress can only increase salaries
1872 - June 7 - #24 - Ref. Consul's #21 - having performed marriage ceremony, petitions came in both cases.

July 16 - #25 - Ack 22-25 - Removal of Consul A. Needham as master within 40 days and approved.


Aug 2 - #27 - Info requested on observation plans in transit of James.


Sept 17 - #29 - Ack 30 - in re. solemnization of marriage by Consul. Request for further info on subject.

Sept 27 - #30 - Trans. for R. Smith as witness paid.

Sept 30 - #31 - Ack 31.

Nov. 22 - #32 - Ack 32-36.

Dec 28 - #33 - Ack 37 - rel. to marriage performed by him. Requests reply to note #29.

1873 - Jan 23 - #34 - Ack 38-39.

Feb. 18 - #35 - Ack 40 - Explan. of marriage rates. Do not do again.

Mar. 1 - #36 - Ack 41.

Mar. 21 - #37 - Ack 42-43 - Arrangement of archives & files approved.

Apr. 18 - Telegram - 3 mos leave granted.


May 15 - #40 - Ack 46-47.

May 27 - #41 - Ack 48.

Aug. 20 - #42 - Ack 50.

Nov. 24 - #43 - Ack 51-54 - Stationary & flags sent.

Dec 17 - #44 - Ack 55 - Commencement of leave extended 6 mos.


Mar. 24 - #46 - Ack 59 - Citizenship of half-caste children.

Mar. 25 - #47 - Ack 58.

Apr. 27 - Ack 60.

May 26 - Ack 61.
1874 - Aug 24 - #50 - Ask 64-65 - Explanations discrepancy in number of
Dept. Inst. Vol 16 - Section sent. Long register is sent.
Oct. 14 - #51 - Ask 63-66
Oct 19 - #52 - Govt. of Soc. Islands representation is centennial.
Dec 11 - #53 - Ask 69-72
Dec 15 - #54 - Ask 67-68 - Council to obtain in future from
"General Instructions to the Diplomatic Agents of the U.S."
1875 - Mar 13 - #56 - Ask 75-79 - Flare & forms sent.
May 22 - #57 - Reply to #75 - Right of local authorities to remove
Inmates indirectly from U.S. ship - full report requested.
May 18 - #58 - Ask 81-82
May 31 - Telegram - Leave granted on usual conditions.
Jun 9 - #59 - Leave granted 3 mos. Ask 85 - Telegr. May 29
Jun 12 - #60 - Ask 83-84
Nov 3 - #61 - Ask 96-90
Nov 24 - #62 - 91
1876 - Jan 12 - #63 - Offer as Spec. Agent of U.S. to hear from Islands to be
considered - How many U.S. Citizens there? Punitive? U.S.
Inmates existing Islands? Size, population, distance from
each other, etc. Ask 93.
May 11 - #64 - Ask 94-95
May 15 - #65 - Account suspended awaiting explanation
of charges for chains, campers with wood, purchased without
authority - referred in #95.
Aug 18 - #66 - Settlement of Hasean Island 1873 by U.S. Capt.
Jabez Ellacott. No provision of law under which he can be
protected in title to Island. W.W. Taylor filed notice of
gram deposit discovery 1870. Feb 18, 1876 - Possession
claimed under Act of 18, Aug. 1856 in subsequent discoverers.
Jun 13 - #67 - Ask #97
Jul 17 - #68 - Ask #98-99 - No Special Agent to hear from
Inmates purchase approved.
Aug 29 - #69 - Ask 100-102. Stationary to be sent.
Aug 29 - #69 - Ask 103-108
To D. Alexander

1877 - July 19. # 71 - A$d 109-110
   1879 # 72 - A$d 111-113
   Dec 6 # 73 - 3 mos. leave exclusive of transit time granted
   Transit 50 days each way. Vice Consul in charge.
   A$d 114-115

Dec 20. # 74 - Extraordinary of Chas. H. Bartle - Liev B.A.

1878 - July 27. # 74 - Civil Relations will be sent. A$d 117-124

July 27. # 75 - Case of glue & biscuit of Stephen Higgins held
   in Takiti. Due to smuggling specious & instructed to act
   matter next.Reply by 11/16.

1879 - Mar 5. # 76 - A$d 125-129

July 16. # 77 - A$d 180-182 - hons of Concordia. Stationary and
   flag.

Sept 12. # 78 - A$d 183-185 - hons on right of vessels to carry mail.

Oct 9. # 79 - Masters commanding Fr. vessels - Fr. regulations
   1880 - Jan 7. # 80 - A$d 136-141 - Pain legation to report on protectorate
   over Gambier Is.

Mar 16. # 81 - Estate of Lewis S. Chase - died marquessa.

Mar 19. # 82 - A$d 142-145.

May 27. # 83 - A$d 146-147 - Directed to report nature of
   Fr. protectorates over Gambier Is. in relation to native gold.

June 24. # 84 - A$d 148-149.

July 20. # 85 - Tax on foreign owned vessels trading in islands
   abolished by Fr.

Sept 4. # 86 - A$d 150-154 - Info. on estate of Isaac
   Van Nostand wanted.

1881 - Jan 26. # 87 - Flags & Stationary ordered.


May 7. # 89 - A$d 161-165.

June 1. # 90 - A$d 166-167.

Sept 12. # 91 - A$d 168-169 - Penalties imposed on nudens
   of Clinton Pollet in Raitito not sufficient.

Oct 1. # 92 - A$d 170 - Report requested on Fr. protectorate
   over Raitito. Reply 11/16.

Nov 10. # 93 - James J. Young will be appointed Vice Consul on
   return of board. Reply by 11/16.
To D. Atwater

1881 - Nov. 23 - *94 - Reply to 112 - Altto to sailing out again.

Dec 22 - Telegram - leave granted w/premission to visit U.S.


1882 - Jan 19 - *96 - Estate of Isaac Van Heestand - Consul's services in settlement to be unofficial.


May 9 - *98 - Ack 179-180.


May 29 - *100 - Ack 182-183.

Aug 2 - *101 - Estate of Chase - Info to Congressmen Van Voorhis.

Aug 4 - *108 - Request info on Case of Missing Estate *96 - Correction of Dept. numbers.


1883 - Jan 29 - *103 - Ack 184 - Estate of Lewis S. Chase.

Feb 27 - *104 - Day of *97 sent - Ack 187-8 -

Mar 12 - *105 - Estate of Van Heestand - speedy settlement.

May 26 - *106 - Ack 189-190.

Aug 8 - *107 - Ack 191-193 - Flag to be sent.


 Died Feb 11, 1879.

1884 - Jan 9 - *111 - Estate of Ezra F. Kean - fired on how to extend the claimant Abraham J. Kean.

1885 - Feb 1 - *112 - 6 mos leave to visit home granted.

Feb 18 - *113 - Reply to 200 - Van Heestand Estate.

Mar 1 - *114 - Ack 201.

June 23 - *115 - leave of Abs. present year approved - Ack 204-205.


Nov 19 - *117 - Ack 210-211.

Mar 21 - *118 - Reply to 213 - Supplies to be sent.

Mar 26 - *119 - 60 days leave to U.S. granted - Reply to *212.

June 10 - *120 - Reply to 216 - Receive funds for Estate of Chase.


1886 - Jan 9 - *122 - Estate of Van Heestand - Intent to sell.

Feb 18 - *123 - Estate of Van Heestand.

Mar 19 - *124 - Ack 210-211.

Mar 20 - *125 - Estate of Van Heestand - Intent to sell.

Mar 21 - *126 - Estate of Van Heestand.

Mar 29 - *127 - Estate of Van Heestand.

Apr 26 - *128 - Estate of Van Heestand.

May 10 - *129 - Estate of Van Heestand.
To D. Altavilla

1885 - Sept 16 - 121 - Power of attorney in John Keen estate to Paris for verification of shares.

115 - 265

1885 - Sept 21 - 122 - No appropriation to pay draft for 430.

15 - 486

1886 - Oct 20 - 123 - Check 217-220 - Draft for 1356.36 - Cheque estate, received.

16 - 92

1886 - Dec 2 - 124 - Leave extended to Dec 31, 1885.

7 - 35

1886 - May 6 - 125 - Return of cheques for part yrs. requested.

7 - 144

1886 - May 24 - 126 - Check 221-225 - Docs of Cheque estate sent trees.

7 - 340

1886 - May 11 - 126 - Check 226 - Receipt of 456.25 - Keen estate.

18 - 26

1886 - May 28 - 127 - Leave - Date of US arrival - Dept. to be reported.

18 - 455

Oct 30 - 128 - Keep dept informed of annexation of Lebanon in F. C. U.S. Interests there will not be overlooked by dept.

26 - 557

1887 - Mar 17 - 129 - Request report of transfer of lease to another party.

126 - 558

1887 - Mar 30 - 130 - Reply 235 - Absence from post what authority reproachable but situation not altogether.

22 - 394

Aug 30 - 131 - Readley accepted. Dept. requests loss of health and appreciate long faithful service.

23 - 588

1888 - Jan 11 - 132 - Approval of Lebanon consulate in change of V.C.

23 - 588

1888 - Feb 2 - 133 - Afp.

1888 - Feb 2 - 133.

2 - 2 - Compensation

8 - 3 - Subordinate officer

8 - 4 - Bond approved. Passport. Regist of Dept incl.

8 - To Altavilla. Deliver archives.

24 - 242

Feb 23 - 133 - To Sec. J. Young, V.C. Request evaluations of Albert and Herzegov.

5 - 389

Aug 15 - 5 - Reply 5 - Requests estimate of cost of furniture for consulate before authorization can be given.

26 - 389

Sep 10 - 6 - Info on Fr. tent convention on Annexation of Sec. States by France.

125

Sept 29 - 7 - Dept cannot approve change of V.C. successor in Young unless written reasons from Cons.
Register of Cases - Sec. 14 -

To Jno. & Jane, Dotty


1889 - May 6 - *9 - Allowance for furniture held to next year.

19 - 468

" - Apr. 17 - *10 - Cannot change decision of 29 Sept 1888 on U.C.

30 - 34

" - May 4 - *11 - Consent cannot act officially in estate of Mrs. FRATINI, SWEET as deceased and U.S. citizen. Reply *16

31 - 120

" - Aug. 26 - Dept. issued of Dec. of Aug. 16 - on estate of con. agency in Marquesas.

31 - 338


31 - 371

" - Sept 24 - *13 - To J. S. Young - Statement that he will not continue to serve under Dotty unless re-agreement is accepted.

1890 - Jan. 9 - *14 - Requests info. of Young account.

32 - 295


2 - 410

" - May 5 - *16 - Requests info. on indebtedness of Cons. G. Thomas & Nourse.

33 - 426

" - July 3 - *17 - Transist data requested.


Dec 2 - *20 - Bond in Kent approved - Ask *34.

Dec 5 - *21 - Ask *35 - 1 mo. leave to U.S. granted.

Mar 4 - *22 - Ref *33 - ref. indebtedness of Cons. to Dept.

1891 - June 30 - Extension of leave 1 mo. from 14 granted.

Aug 26 - *23 - To Vice Cons. John Kent - Supplies to be sent.


1892 - Feb. 8 - *27 - Ask 36 to 52.
To Jacob R. Day.

1892
Mar 9 - #28 - Draft for $301.50 for repairs to cow building paid but not endorsed against incoming future charges without authorization.
Mar 29 - #29 - Sewer estate settled.
June 25 - #30 - Ask #59
Aug 20 - #31 - Request info on transfer of resum to new ownership.
Aug 29 - #32 - Supplies sent.
Nov 10 - #33 - Absence w/o permission endorsed on invoices of letter of Oct 29.
Jan 9 - #34 - Ask 53-73 2nd St. Bibles sent.
Apr 1 - #35 - Ask 74-79 - Supplies requested - sent.
June 1 - #36 - Reply #80 - ask no reply for app of physician to consult.
July 5 - #37 - Ref #79 - Payment for guards for Wm. P. Fitzgerald accused of murder - brought to U.S.
Sept 2 - #37 - Request copy of accounts June quarter 1893.
Aug 22 - #38 - Apply #96 - in re. closing 7th Day Adventist School by order.
Nov 27 - #39 - Complaint against counsel by P. Alson and D. Alston.

1893
Jan 26 - #40 - 30 day leave granted.
Apr 1 - #41 - Ask 100-101 - Estate of Mr. Gage. To be closed.
Apr 2 - #42 - Request for transfer to Apar read, placed on file.
Apr 29 - #43 - Report on local notary/attorney changes in signature.
May 6 - #44 - Approval of protest on behalf of 2 Ames. Jinks affected by rules on insolvency of vessel sailing under PG flag.
June 15 - #45 - Tapp's request for raids, taxes, & Dept. Agri.
June 25 - #46 - Dept. in re. extending protection to Mormon missionaries prohibited from preaching w/o court special license.
July 26 - #47 - Approves cause #109 on Mormons.
Sept 30 - #48 - Fees for authenticating signatures should not exceed $2.50. Reply to #115.
Nov 6 - #49 - Bond of Vice Cons. John Hart approved.
Nov 9 - #50 - Trans. samples Sea Island Cotton - seed in good for industrial Agri. Ind. - Ask 111.
Nov 25 - #51 - Bond read and sent to treas.
1895
Dec 3  #52 - Ask #115 - On seizure of Raiatea, Tahaa by French.

1896
Oct 19  #54 - Extension of leave - 10 days, granted.
Dec 5  #55 - $100 allowed for repairs to consulate - Reply Oct 15.

1897
Mar 27  #56 - Should not object to paying for water used - 139 each.
Mar 27  #57 - Approves note to Fr. govt. on exile of Joseph Jordan.
May 10  #58 - Presenting claim of Geo. W. Manning against French
in burning house by Fr. troops. Raiatea unauthorized
be withdrawn. Dept. warrant pass claim before
presentation. Reply #154.

May 27  #59 - Ask 136 + 138 - Claims of U.S. citizens in Raiatea
June 1  #60 - Reply to 137 - $4460 allowed repair roof of consulate.
July 24  #61 - Reply #140 - More info. on issuing of American certificates.
Sept 18  #62 - Ownership of land upon which consulate situated.
Sept 27  #63 - Action for protection. Am. interests approved #144

1898
Oct 13  #64 - Congratulated on tact & judgment in re abduction
of 4 Americans from Raiatea. #145.

Nov 15  #65 - Info. requested on fate of J. M. Beach.
Nov 29  #66 - Action allowance for repairs of consulate repeated.
Dec 10  #67 - Report further action on claims of T.G. Hufkin +
G.W. Manning against French govt.

Dec 20  #68 - W. Manning declared intention to become citizen
at Black River Falls. Was in 1868 but G.W. Manning
not naturalized.

Feb 23  - Telegram - Leave to visit U.S. approved subject to
apt. of successor whose name has been sent to Senate.

Mar 3  #69 - Report on Vanilla Industry to Agri.
July 13  #70 - 60 days leave. Beginning July 1. Granted.
July 19  #71 - Thanks Mr. Christian for letter Caroline So.
Aug 31  #72 - Leave extension granted as requested Aug 30.
Nov 1  - Additional extension - 30 days from Nov 1. Granted.
Dec 2  - 20 days granted.
Dec 31  - To Jan 1 1899 granted.
Register of Crem. Soc. of Illinois

To Jacob H. Doty

1900
Jan 6. - 15 days additional leave granted.
Sam 24 - To John Hart - 757 seeds.
Sam 26 - To John Hart.

Dec 26 - To Doty - leave 90 days for John Hart granted.

1900
Feb 27 - To John Hart - 69 allowed for repairs to Cannata.

1902
July 10 - Resignation of Jacob H. Doty accepted.
Aug 5 - To William F. Doty - Amt. as Canvass.

1904
Sept 14 - Amt. of S. Lamb Doty as Vice-Duty Amt. awaiting bond.

1905
July 9 - To Wm F. Doty on citizenship of Mr. Demanze.
Attorney - law - can Vonl. Wonder - married & Amer.

Aug 7 - To S. Lamb Doty - Amt. of Dr. Julius D. Dreher
in June 5 - Cons. Faliot.

Aug 21 - To J. D. Dreher - Salary $2,000.